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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The problem area defined 
The present study is concerned with determining in general 
terms, what plan of study will best prepare a student for a career in 
broadcasting. 
No more than a tenative answer can be given to this question. 
This thesis, however, endeavors to contribute to the available know-
ledge concerning education for broadcasting. 
Methodology 
The following methods have been used to obtain necessary in-
formation: ( 1) a review of the literature relating to the history and 
current state of education for broadcasting; (2) a review of portions 
of texts of broadcasting relating to educational preparation; ( 3) a 
review of relevant occupational information; and (4) two surveys of 
the broadcasters which attempt to measure preferences and opinions 
regarding various types of education for broadcasting. 
An attempt also has been made to relate the findings of the 
present study to the changing technological environment of our society. 
The current study is limited to surveying education for the non-
technical aspects of broadcasting. In specifics, no attention has been 
1 
2 
given to education for such fields as engineering or acting. This 
study is concerned with education for such areas as programming, 
announcing, film use and operation, management, production, contin-
uity writing, and sales. 
CHAPTER I 
BROADCASTING EDUCATION -- A SURVEY 
History, Status, and the State of Education for Broadcasting 
History and status of education for broadcasting -- an overview 
Broadcasting education has developed to the point where today 
it is recognized as a distinct discipline in many institutions of higher 
education. In a recent survey, for example, Harold Niven sent 
questionnaires to 101 schools offering course work in radio and tele-
vision at the collegiate level. The results of the survey indicated that 
the first course in radio was offered in 1929. Graduate instruction was 
first offered at the master's degree level in 1931, and at the doctoral 
level in 1939. Forty-five schools reported that in the last ten years, 
4, 672 Bachelor's degrees, 674 Master's degrees, and 69 Doctoral 
degrees have been granted in broadcasting area concentrations, and in 
1 
related areas. 
Broadcasting curriculum, diverse approaches 
Harrison Summers of Ohio State University has remarked: 
~arold Niven, "The Development of Broadcasting Education 
in Institutions of Higher Education," Journal of Broadcasting, V 
(Summer 1961), pp. 241-250. 
3 
It is doubtful whether any other discipline in American 
universities shows variations from school to school in 
the objectives, organization, and conteN.t of instruction 
as great as those in radio and television. 2 
4 
Harold Niven, in a survey of seventy-nine schools, found that 
radio and television was taught in twelve different departments of study. 
Niven grouped these departmens into five broad classifications: ( 1) 
Speech, ( 2) Radio-Television, ( 3) Communications, ( 4) Speech and 
Drama, and ( 5) Journalism. 3 
In another survey, Niven further classified schools of radio and 
television into three broad divisions on the basis of their philosophy of 
broadcasting instruction: ( 1) Liberal (primarily a liberal arts educa-
tion with an introduction to broadcasting); (2) Practical (education 
orientated toward "complete" professional training for employment); 
and (3) Liberal·· Professional (broad liberal arts background plus pro-
fessional training). The Liberal-Professional approach was the most 
4 frequently reported. 
Education for broadcasting thus is taught in a variety of different 
ways and with somewhat differing goals. 
2Harrison Boyd Summers, "Instruction in Radio and Tele-
vision in Twenty-Five Selected Universities," Journal of Broadcasting, 
II (Fall 1958), p. 351. 
3Harold Niven, "The Radio-Television Curricula in American 
Colleges and Universities, "Journal of Broadcasting, IV (Spring 1960), 
p. 159. 
~arold Niven, "The Development of Broadcasting Education in 
Institutions of Higher Education," pp. 241-250. 
5 
Diversity of standards and methods is also found on the level 
of specific course content. In a survey of beginning television courses 
in colleges and universities a wide variation in objectives and points of 
emphasis was found. This is illustrated by the fact that eighteen 
5 different text books were used in these courses. 
Reasons for diversity in curriculums 
The reasons for the diverse approaches found in the teaching of 
broadcasting in part may be traced to the newness of this area of instruc-
tion. Radio instruction in institutions of higher education began in the 
late nineteen twenties and early thirties. Also, the broadcasting indus-
try is in a state of constant flux and change. In addition, the teachers 
of broadcasting are persons of varying backgrounds and experience. 
This diversity of background contributes to diversity in goals and 
approaches. 
Donald P. Ely has perhaps correctly termed the communica-
tions school a" neophyte in Higher Education. " 6 Agreeing with previous 
authors, Ely finds little administrative consistency in the patterns of 
~awardS. Martin, "The Beginning Television Course," 
Journal of Broadcasting, IV (Winter 1959-60), pp. 27-39. 
6Donald P. Ely, "The Communications School: Neophyte in 
Higher Education, Audio-Visual Communication Review, Vill (Septem-
ber- October, 1960) pp. 20-27. 
6 
organization. 7 Sydney Head has remarked that "many generations will 
come and go before a solid tradition emerges." 8 
On June 6, 1948, ten schools formed the University Association 
for Professional Radio Education (UAPRE). The new organization was 
to act as an accrediation agency of degree curricula in broadcasting. 
UAPRE was dissolved on May 23, 1955. In place of UAPRE, a new 
organization, the Association for Professional Broadcasting Education 
was formed. However the new organization "side-stepped entanglement 
in the sensitive area of accrediation. " 9 
The dissolution of UAPRE might be viewed as a step away from 
unity in the teaching of broadcasting. 
Despite this diversity, some unity is to be found amongst the 
course offerings of the various colleges and universities. Niven, for 
example, reports that 74 of 79 schools surveyed have an introductory 
course in radio-television. A similar proportion have a course in tele-
vision production, and 9 out of 10 have an offering in radio production. 10 
7 Donald P. Ely, "Communication Programs In Higher Education," 
Audio-Visual Communication Review, VIII(Winter 1960), pp. 69-73. 
8Sydney W. Head, Broadcasting in America: A Survey of Radio 
and Television (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1956), p. 412. 
9Sydney Head, and Leo A. Martin, "Broadcasti,.pg and Higher 
Education: A New Era," Journal of Broadcasting, I (Winter 1956-7), p.44. 
1~arold Niven, "The Radio-Television Curricula in American 
Colleges," p. 156. 
7 
EDUCATION FOR BROADCASTING 
Comments and thoughts of the educators 
The communications industry is often inconsistent because, on 
the one hand, it has indicated a need for broadly trained persons, while 
on the other, it has emphasized practicality of training. 11 
Kenneth D. Wright, Director of Broadcasting for the University 
of Tennessee endorses liberal training for broadcasting. Wright states 
that it is the brains and spirit of a man that are important, not just the 
ability to throw switches. 12 
The Director of Radio and Television for Stanford University, 
Stanley Donner, has remarked that "the teaching of broadcasting is, and 
ought to be entrenched in the tradition of the liberal arts." 13 Donner, 
however, indicates that it is difficult to provide practical work and also 
insure a liberal education for broadcasting. 
The former Chairman of the Radio-Television Department at 
Ohio Wesleyan University would shun the broadcasting student who offers 
11wilbur Schramm, Responsibility in Mass Communications 
(New York: Harper &Brothers, 1957), pp. 350-351. 
12Kenneth D. Wright, "Broadcasting Training for Tomorrow," 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters Journal, XXI 
(January-February, 1962), pp. 35-38. 
13
stanley T. Donner, "Broadcasting Students Need Liberal 
Education," National Associati:m of Educational Broadcasters Journal, 
XIX, (January-February, 1960), p. 36. 
8 
only the desire to lean skills and techniques. 14 
Too much specialization in training the student for broadcasting 
may also result in the individual having to relearn skills at a parti-
cular station because of the varying organizational patterns of the 
stations. 15 
Many educators, then, emphasize the need for providing the 
student of broadcasting with a liberal education. However, teachers 
of broadcasters are also aware of the fact that at many small broadcast-
ing stations, the most important skill is the ability to do a job immediat-
ely upon employment. In such a situtation, specific pragmatic skills 
seem more important (at least to the station management) than a liberal 
education. 
On the one hand, then, the individual is faced with the knowledge 
that he may have to be required to perform a job the day he is hired at 
a station. On the other hand, too much specilization may result in the 
necessity of relearning jobs because of the unique characteristics of a 
particular broadcasting operation. 
A 1961 conference sponsored by the Association for Professional 
14A. William Bluem, "In Defense of Harvards,"' Journal of 
Broadcasting, IV( Winter 1959-602_, pp. 16-17. 
15Gale R. Adkins, "The Liberal Arts in TV Training," Jour-
nal of the Association for Education byRadio-Television, XIV, (March 
1955), pp. 14-18. 
9 
Broadcasting Education raised a related question. The conference 
asked, "how can we best keep pace with changing technological condi-
tions?" 16 The question of changing technology then is important if 
education for broadcasting is discussed in terms of narrow speciali-
zation. Thus, the techniques taught the student today might be out-
moded by changing conditions at a later time. 
Bennett Strange, Director of Radio-Television for Mississippi 
Southern College takes a somewhat different view. Strange takes the 
position that many graduates are well versed in theory " ..• but just don't 
• 11 17 know how thmgs are done. 
Jack warfield of the University of Southern California takes a 
similar view regarding the teaching of television production. Warfield 
has remarked that there is no substitute for "doing" in learning about 
television production. This educator voices concern over the fact that 
some educators have reduced laboratory hours in the teaching of tele-
vision production in order to avoid the stigma of being called "vocation-
1 11 18 a • 
16sherman P. Lawton, "College Broadcasting Courses: Two 
Symposia," Journal of Broadcasting, V (Fall 1961}, pp. 345-54. 
17Bennett Strange, "The Case for a College Wired-Wireless," 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters Journal, XXI 
(July-August, 1962), pp. 31-32. 
18Jack Warfield, "Television Production Training," Journal 
of Broadcasting, Il{Fall 1958), pp. 344-45. 
10 
There is also concern that the student is often not exposed to 
commercial broadcasting type operations while in college. Jack War-
field and Wallace M. Bradley state that valuable experience can be 
gained from a wired-wireless station when the student has freedom 
to experiment. 19 
Educators taken collectively seem to emphasize the need for a 
liberal education while voicing concern over the requirement that the 
student have some practical experience. These expressions seem to 
be in line with the finding by Niven that the Liberal-Professional ap-
proach to education for broadcasting is the most frequently practiced. 
An editorial appearing in the Journal of Broadcasting in 1960 
seems to provide one goal toward which all education for broadcasting 
may be pointed, be it liberal or pragmatic. The editorial states that 
regardless of the diversity of experience of the teachers of broadcast-
ing, and regardless of the diversity of course titles" ..• there is one 
essential element of professional education: a professional attitude. " 20 
19Jack Warfield, and Wallace M. Bradley, "Achieving Practical 
Broadoast Experience," Journal of Broadcasting, VI (Summer 1962), 
pp. 265-68. 
20
"Professional Education: An Editorial, "Journal of Broad-
casting, IV (Fall 1960), p. 283. 
11 
Lack of training programs in the broadcasting industry 
Many break-in jobs in broadcasting are of such a type that the 
beginner is required to start earning his wages from the first day he 
reports for work. Few broadcasting companies are large enough to 
afford to operate junior executive training programs or to conduct 
systematic on-the-job training. 
While broadcasters want persons with a liberal background, they 
still expect considerable vocational experience, according to Harrison 
Summers. 21 
A recent study conducted by the Association for Professional 
Broadcasting Education in conjunction with the National Association of 
Broadcasters reported that both present and former employees of the 
broadcasting industry cited better on-the-job training as an area of 
possible industry improvement. 
According to this study, 22. 4o/o of the former employees of 
broadcasting stations indicated that there was a need for better on-the-
job training. 22 
Many graduating college seniors want to become employed by 
2 ~arrison B. Summers, "Professional Training and the College," 
Journal of Broadcasting, I (Fall 1957), pp. 384-88. 
22 Association for Professional Broadcasting Education and the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters, People in Broadcasting 
(Washington, D. C.: National Association of Broadcasters, April 1962), 
pp. 44 and 55. 
12 
companies that have training programs. The senior is impressed by 
the offer of a highly organized training program by the company recruiter 
who visits him at the college or university placement office. 23 
Wilbert Moore states that many large industrial organizations 
plan the advancement of their future executives in terms of definite 
steps or graduations. 2 5 
For reasons such as this, a career is increasingly becoming to 
mean continued employment with a given company. 25 
For the graduating senior, carefully planned advancement within 
a firm or company often begins with the training program. 
These policies may be contrasted with a management program of 
the National Broadcasting Company. This company does not recruit its 
potential trainees. Rather, the company accepts applications from a-
bout seven hundred persons each year and selects a few persons for 
training. Upon conclusion of training with the National Broadcasting 
Company, the trainees are required to "sell" themselves to a depart-
23
william H. Whyte, The Organization Man (Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday & Company, 1956), pp. 121-122. (paperbound) 
24wilbert Moore, Industrial Relations and the Social Order 
(rev. ed.; New York; The Macmillan Company, 1951), p. 118. 
25Robert Dubin, Working Union-Management Relations: The 
Sociology of Industrial Relahons (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall), (1958) pp. 20-21. 
13 
ment within the firm in which they wish to work. 26 Future employment 
and advancement is not assured the individual. 
WTOP-TV, in Washington D. C. has operated a training program 
which paid the trainee a basic wage of forty dollars per week. The 
WTOP-TV training program like that of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany does not assure an individual of a position with the station upon 
completion of his training. 27 
These programs may be considered a typical in the broadcasting 
industry. Most companies, with few exceptions, simply cannot afford 
to operate any such programs. 
Leon Hamilton in a recent thesis has stated that between 1953 and 
1957, the broadcasting industry made negligible contributions to such 
publications as Personnel, American Business, Business Week, Dun's 
Review and publications of the American Society of Training Directors. 
Hamilton concluded: 
The broadcasting industry for many years in the past 
has drawn upon numerous outside agents for personnel, 
temporary talent and creative know-how. 
To be sure, the buying up of better talent both on a 
creative and management level, is an occupational 
26Robert Spencer Solotair, How to get into Television: A 
Guide to Careers in Television Advertising, Management, Writing, 
and Acting (New York: Sheridan House, 1957), p. 26. 
27Th"d 
_1_., pp. 36-37 
disease, not all unique to broadcasting, but far more 
wide·spread and accepted in this industry than any other. 28 
14 
Thus, for both economic and historical reasons, broadcasting 
organizations tend to shy away from formalized training programs. 
Training programs within organizations help to furnish a 
bridge between the institution of higher education and the job. Lack of 
such programs means that necessary experience must be gained prior 
to employment. 
Thus, the student of broadcasting, may be required to obtain some 
type of practical training before entering the broadcasting industry. 
There are several methods by which this experience may be 
gained: ( 1) work on university or college owned open or closed cir-
cuit radio and television stations; (2) work on educational television 
stations which are connected or operated independently from a univer-
sity; and (3) limited scholarship and fellowship programs provided by 
commercial broadcasting and interested organizations. 
In a 1961 survey of thirty-five Educational Television stations, 
it was found that eight stations had students who worked on their staffs 
as a condition of receiving a scholarship or fellowship from a college 
28Leon David Hamilton, "Methods and Procedures for Management 
Training in the National Broadcasting Company, Incorporated" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, School of Public Relations and Communications. 
Boston University, August, 1958), p. 35. 
15 
or universiti 9 
The Corinthian Broadcasting Corporation award scholarships to 
select University students each year who wish to find eventual employ-
ment in the broadcasting industry. The program enables the student 
to study television production at a station. 30 
The Banner Foundation also has a program which enables select 
students to observe television production in New York City. 31 
The number of industry scholarship and fellowship programs of 
this nature is, of course, quite limited. There are perhaps four or 
five such programs. 
Review of the literature concerning educational requirements of the 
broadcasters. 
Previous surveys of broadcasters have produced some information 
as to what the broadcasters expect in the way of educational preparation 
for work in broadcasting. Unfortunately, this information is lacking in 
completeness. 
29Richard Merrithew, "A Survey of United States Educational Tel-
evision Stations," Paper prepared for seminar group, School of Public 
Relations and Communications," January 1962, p. 14. 
30Letter from Dean Linger, Director of Advertising and Public 
Relations, Carinthia Broadcasting Corporation, September 4, 1962. 
31Letter from Frank G. M. Corbin, Television Fellowship 
Committee, The Banner Foundation, September 14, 1962. 
16 
A survey conducted to obtain employment information from llli-
nois, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Iowa broadcasters found that: ( 1) 
broadcasters recognize that different jobs in broadcasting require 
different educational backgrounds; (2) television broadcasters were 
most demanding in the requirements they set forth, indicating that the 
student of broadcasting should be familar with both radio and television 
skills; (3) the television broadcasters suggested the student take more 
broadcast courses than did the radio operators; (4) forty-three per 
cent of the radio stations suggested it was desirable for an announcer 
to have an engineering license; and (5) broadcasters want persons who · 
are well grounded in the liberal arts. 
Guback also reported that broadcasters consistently indicated 
that a college degree with commercial broadcasting experience was 
the most desirable type of background for work in a number of areas 
of broadcasting. 
Further, the broadcasters indicated that a person with no college 
degree and commercial broadcasting experience was better prepared 
for employment in the industry than the individual with a college degree 
and educational broadcasting experience. 32 
32 
·. Thomas H. Guback, "Employment Practices and Educational 
Preparation for Broadcasting," Journal of Broadcasting, N (Spring 
1960), pp. 144-153. 
17 
Bruce Linton and Victor Hyden have reported the results of a 
University of Kansas survey. Questionnaires were sent to 316 radio 
and television stations in the midwest. The results were as follows: 
( 1) broadcasters indicated that their greatest need was for engineers, 
sales department personnel, and announcers, in that order; (2) broad-
casters replied that one-third of their employees held college degrees; 
and ( 3) a large majority of both the radio and television stations indicat-
ed that they did not have departments requiring a college degree as a 
condition of employment. 33 
The results of a survey of Northern Califronia broadcasters showed: 
( 1) in ranking in order of importance areas contiguous to broadcasting 
business, drama and speech, journalism, music, social science and 
humanities were rated in that order of importance; and (2) broadcasters 
rated announcer training for men, training in control room techniques, 
training in continuity writing, and training in radio administration in 
that order of importance. 34 
The Department of Radio Arts at the University of Kentucky con-
ducted a survey of that state 1 s radio broadcasters with regard to the 
33Bruce A. Linton and Victor Hyden, "Broadcasting in the Mid-
west: A Vocational Survey," Journal of Broadcasting, III (Winter-
1958-1959), pp. 43-55. 
34stuart W. Hyde, Television and Radio Announcing (Boston: 
Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1959), pp. 5-8. 
18 
value of various courses in educating the student for broadcasting. 
Twenty-nine radio stations rated the following areas of training in this 
prder of importance: ( 1) writing continuity and commercials; (2) 
announcing training for men; (3) news writing and reporting; (4) 
engineering; (5) sales information; (6) studio production; (7) on-
the-air DJ; (8) radio regulations; (9) producing drama; ( 10) writing 
drama; ( 11) radio acting; ( 12) and announcing training for women. 35 
In rating related subjects, the Kentucky broadcasters rated the 
following subjects in this order of importance: ( 1) journalism; (2) 
merchandising; (3) music; (4) speechandtheatre; (5) commerce; 
( 6) agriculture; ( 7) English Literature; ( 8) political science; ( 9) 
foreign language; and ( 10) fine arts. 36 
In another study, opinions expressed by 143 commercial tele-
vision stations were classified into three categories. In this study 87. 6o/o 
of the broadcasters stressed the importance of personality traits, 48. 4o/o 
expressed opinions stressing the importance of a broad-liberal educat-
ion, and 27. 5o/o stressed the importance of television skills and techni-
ques. 37 
35Report of a Survey to Determine What Every student of Radio 
Should Know (Lexington, Kentucky: The University of Kentucky, 11 n. d."). 
37 Adkins, loc. cit. , pp. 14-18. 
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A recent study conducted by the Association for Professional 
Broadcasting Education and the National Association of Broadcasters 
found that radio and television courses were highly valued by the Broad-
casters. Business courses were also given high ratings by both radio 
and television broadcasters. 38 
In this study supervisory personnel (e. g. general manager, sales 
managers, chief engineers) ranked the business approach (e. g. market-
ing, advertising) to broadcasting first while ranking the arts approach 
(e. g. production, performance) second, and the broad approach (e. g. 
problems of mass communications from an economic or social point of 
view) third and last. 
The specialists (e. g. announcers, producer-directors of tele-
vision, news-directors) ranked the arts approach first, the business 
approach second, and the broad approach last. 39 
Educational background of the broadcasters 
The National Association of Broadcasters and Association for Pro-
fessional Broadcasting Education study found that of its respondents: 
In the college area, 71, 9o/o of television employees 
attended college with 35, 8o/o graduating. JW· 9o/o of radio 
employees attended with 26o/o graduating. 
38People in Broadcasting, op. cit., p. 57 
39Ibid. , pp. 80-81. 
40Ib.d 
_1_., p. 30. 
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Of those radio employees who attended college the three most 
frequent areas of study were as follows: ( 1) Liberal Arts ( 42. 1o/o), (2) 
Radio-Television ( 16. 7o/o), and (3) Business Administration ( 15. 1o/o). 
For the television employees, the most frequent areas of study were as 
follows: ( 1) Liberal Arts ( 34o/o), ( 2) Radio - Television ( 19. 5o/o), and 
(3) Engineering ( 13. 3o/o). 41 
The Linton and Hyden study of midwest broadcasters found that 
roughly one-third of the employees had college degrees. 42 
A 1960 Survey study conducted by the National Association of 
Broadcasters found that 40o/o of the personnel in news rooms of large 
stations had attended schools of journalism. Like figures for small and 
medium stations were 16o/o and 21o/o respectively. Personnel in the news 
rooms with other professional training reached 21o/o for the small stations, 
21o/o for the medium sized stations, and 14% for the large broadcasting 
operations. 43 
A study of television directors working at small stations showed 
41Ibid.' p. 33. 
42Bruce A. Linton and Victoy Hyden, "Broo.dcasting in the Mid-
west: A Vocational Survey, 11 Journal of Broadcasting, III (Winter 
1958-9), pp. 43-55. 
43The National Association of Broadcasters, News Survey Report, 
Part I (Washington, D. C.: The National Association of Broadcasters, 
May 1960), p. 6. 
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the following: ( 1) 65o/o of the directors had college degrees of some 
type; (2) 10o/o of the respondents had Master's degrees; (3) 50o/o of the 
directors reported that all of their television training was received on-
the-job, and (4) one-third of the respondents reported they had received 
a combination of college plus on-the-job training. Eighty-five per cent 
of the respondents were full time employees in broadcasting be fore be-
coming directors. 44 
The pattern which seems to emerge from the preceding studies is 
that a relatively high proportion of broadcasting employees have either 
attended or graduated from college. A study by Herbert Seltz is quite 
interesting because it indicates that in the area of television production, 
there is some opportunity for on-the-job training. However, Seltz does 
not indicate whether or not this training is systematic and planned as 
are programs in some companies. 
Review of the texts of broadcasting 
An informal survey was made of approximately one hundred texts 
in the field of broadcasting, in a search for any information which 
might relate to academic preparation for broadcasting, employment 
practices, or other general information. Little information relating to 
these areas was found in the texts. The information that was found was 
4~erbert Seltz, "Background and Training of Television Direct-
ors Employed at Small Local Stations," Journal of Broadcasting, I 
(Spring 1958), p. 169. 
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quite general in nature. 
Some of the texts which did contain information with regard to 
preparation for a broadcasting career are cited below. 
In the 1950 edition of the Handbook of Broadcasting, the desirabil-
ity of college training is pointed out in three instances. For example, 
the 1950 edition states that the National Broadcasting Company will give 
preference to those announcers with college degrees. 45 The 1957 
edition of the same text is virtually unchanged from the earlier edition. 
There is little specific information regarding academic preparation for 
broadcasting employment. 46 
In The Modern Broadcaster, Lawton remarks that "perhaps the 
greatest asset a person can have is love of his field, whether broadcast-
ing or any other. 47 Lawton writes that there is an increasing demand 
for the college educated individual. 48 Lawton cites certain areas 
45Waldo Abbot, Handbook of Broadcasting; The Fundamentals of 
AM, FM, FAX, and TV (3rd. ed.; New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
1950), pp. 353-372. 
43 . 
Waldo Abbot and Richard L. Rider, Handbook of Broadcasting: 
The Fundamentals of Radio and Television (4th ed.: New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1957), pp. 445-449. 
47 Sherman P. Lawton, The Modern Broadcaster: The Station 
Book (New York) Harper & Brothers, 1961), p. 15. 
48Ib"d 
__ 1_.' pp. 16-17. 
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upon which there is general agreement amongst the members of the 
Association for Professional Broadcasting Education. For example the 
Association states, students being trained for broadcasting should have 
a foundation background in liberal arts. 49 
Many radio executives prefer candidates with college educations. 
Giraud Chester and Garnet Garrison conclude that a college education is 
of some importance in the competitive broadcasting industry. 50 
Robert J. Landry writing in This Fascinating Radio Business 
has stated: 
As previously mentioned broadcasting is not numerically in 
important industry. It offers attractive careers but not 
necessarily room for a lot of newcomers. 51 
In discussing radio announcers, Landry remarks that "education 
and culture play some part in making of the more distinquished and 
effective announcers. " 52 
Judith Waller has stated that a radio curriculum should present 
the student both with radio courses and studies that deal with the artistic, 
49Ibid. 
5°Giraud Chester and Garnet R. Garrison, Radio and Television: 
An Introduction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1950) p. 509. 
51Robert J. Landry, This Fascinating Radio Business (New York: 
Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1946), p. 265. 
52 Ibid.' p. 266. 
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political, and social impact of the medium. 53 
In Radio Station Management, Reinsch and Ellis list qualifi-
cations for a number of jobs at radio stations. However, there is 
little mention of college education or the type of college education that 
should be required by the broadcaster-employer. The authors, however, 
do stress the need for careful screening and interviewing of future employ-
ees. Personal judgement, the authors state, should not be the singular 
criteria used in deciding which persons should or should not be hired. 
Various psychological tests can be used in the process of selecting 
employees. 54 
Charles F. Lindsley writing in Radio and Television Communi-
cation discusses qualifications essential to eighteen job classifications. 
The descriptions of the various qualifications make mention of the 
necessity of a college background twice. 55 
Another author lists the general qualifications of the writer in 
radio and television, as follows: 
53Judith Waller, Radio, The Fifth Estate (Boston: Houghton-
Mifflin Co., 1946), p. 445. 
54 J. Leonard Reinsch and Elmo Isreal Ellis, Radio Station 
Management (2nd rev. ed.; New York: Harper and Brothers, 1.960). 
55charles F. Lindsley, Radio and Television Communication 
(First Edition,; New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1952), pp. 146-155. 
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{ 1) inventiveness, {2) a sense of inquiry. 
{3) discipline, {4) knowledge of the language. 
{ 5) knowledge of the media, { 6) perserverance. 56 
Thomas H. Hutchinson in his text Here is Television: Your 
Window To The World comments on the qualifications of the television 
director. Hutchinson remarks that the director in television must know 
a" good show" when he sees one. Hutchinson states that experience in 
motion pictures or the theatre is valuable preparation for the person 
who aspires to be a television director. 57 
One text presents a description of the ideal advertising salesman 
as follows: 
The ideal advertising salesman is an enthusiastic 
extrovert with a knack for making friends and a 
keen business mind that enables him to evaluate 
the needs of a particular firm and come up with a 
carefully planned program of radio and television 
advertising that will sell goods and services. 58 
Stuart Hyde in Television and Radio Announcing lists a number of 
areas of study that might be of usefulness to the potential announcer. 
This is one of more specific lists that are to be found among the texts. 
For example, Hyde believes that study areas such as history of music, 
56stanley Field, Television and Radio Writing {Boston: 
Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1958), p. 9. 
57 Thomas H. Hutchins<m;, Here is Television: Your Window to 
the World {New York: Hastings House, 1950), p. 338. 
58Edwin Emery, Philip H. Ault, and Warren K. Agee, Introduction 
to Mass Communications {New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1960) , 
p.1 2 60. 
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history of art, history of literature, and aesthetics might be useful in 
59 
training potential announcers. 
The informal survey of the texts of broadcasting seems to reveal 
two general patterns: { 1) abstractions and generalized qualities a per-
son should possess for work in broadcasting are found in many of the 
texts {e. g. he should have a" sense of inquiry"); {2) many writers have 
not dealt with the type of preparation necessary for a career in broad-
casting at all. 
The texts of broadcasting are as varied in regard to the proper 
preparation for work in broadcasting as are the colleges and universit-
ies that use these books. 
Occupational literature relating to education for broadcasting 
A brief survey was made of various readings dealing with occupat-
ional information. Little specific information was found in relation to 
preparation for broadcasting employment. 
In the 1959 edition of the Occupational Outlook Handbook, publish-
ed by the United States Department of Labor, it is stated that a person 
entering broadcasting should have at least a high school education. The 
1959 edition also states that "except for technician jobs, specialized 
training or previous experience is generally not required for entry jobs 
59Hyde, loc. cit. 
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. b d t' " 60 m roa cas mg. 
The 1961 edition of the Occupational Outlook Handbook adds that 
specialized training in writing, electronics, or dramatics may be re-
quired. For announcers, the handbook states, no specific training is 
required. A good voice and broad cultural background, however, is 
helpful. 61 
Information such as that found in these handbooks is not useful 
and is in conflict with the very existence of various types of schools in 
which the basics of broadcasting are taught . 
.Walter Greenleaf writing in Occupations and Careers comments 
on the preparation of an announcer. Greenleaf writes: 
Preparation for the work of radio announcer usually 
includes study at a liberal arts college where one may 
study dramatics, music, and languages. 62 
An individual who wishes to become a radio announcer should have 
a good general education with emphasis upon English, public speaking, 
and dramatics according to James H. Bedford. 63 
60u. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupat-
ional Outlook Handbook: 1959 Edition, Bulletin 1215 (Washington: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1959), pp. 657-685. 
61u. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupat-
ional Outlook Handbook: 1961 Edition, Bulletin 1300 (Washington: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1961), pp. 696-697. 
62 
Walter J. Greenleaf, Occupations and Careers (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1955), pp. 195-197. 
63James H. Bedford, Your Future Job: Guide to Personal and 
Occupational Orientation of Youth (Los Angeles: Society for Occupat-
ional Research Ltd., 1950}, p. 295. 
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A publication of the Institute for Research, Television and 
Radio Program and Commercial Announcing as A Career states the 
following: (1) an announcer is expected to have a college education; 
(2) voice and speech training for announcing may be necessary; and 
(3) the small local station is the best place for the beginner to get 
started. 64 
The preceding publication along with other writings of the Insti-
tute for Research such as Careers In Radio are some of the most com-
plete publications to be found in the occupational information field. 65 
All of these publications define the field, list various jobs or duties, 
give some indication of the training required, and list colleges and 
universities offering radio -television instruction. 
Of at least historical interest is a thirteen year old publication 
of the Western Personnel Institute. The publication is concerned with 
job opportunities in television; three interesting comments are made. 
( 1) Some broadcasters prefer persons with a liberal arts background 
in addition to certain basic broadcasting courses; (2) broadcasters 
seem to think that experience on a part-time basis would be important 
in preparing for a career in television; and (3) broadcasters have had 
64Television and Radio Program and Commercial Announcing 
as a Career (Chicago: Institute for Research, 1958), pp. 15-19. 
65careers in Radio (Chicago: Institute for Research, 1962). 
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unfavorable results with some colleges who have had an unrealistic 
approach to the industry. 66 
One of the few books which deals in detail with employment in 
the broadcasting industry is John Lerch's Careers In Broadcasting. 
The text which contains articles by a number of persons, prominent 
in the broadcasting industry contains some thoughful advice in its 
introductory portion. 
Practically, as weary workers in the field will attest, 
broadcasting creates a pressurized atmosphere in which 
competitive maneuvers are cut-throat; it affords small 
opportunity for recognition or distinction among its 
brainiest professionals; it places your ability and your 
job on the "firing line" daily; it promises neither security 
nor easeful retirement, and might unceremoniously discard 
you after twenty totally demanding years of service ... 67 
By and large, however, occupational information concerning pre-
paration for employment in the broadcasting industry is not plentiful. 
Many texts on occupational information either make no mention of 
broadcasting or make only passing references. 
Advancing technology and education for broadcasting 
Dan Lacy has written: 
It [our educational system J has not responded well, 
66 Television: Job Opportunities in Programming and Production, 
Administration, Engineering, Writing (Pasadena, California: Western 
Personnel Institute, 1950), pp. 20-29. 
6 7 John Lerch, Careers in Broadcasting (Des Moines, Iowa: 
The Meredith Press, 1962.) 
however, to the need for graduating students prepared 
for the continuous self -education or re-education made 
necessa~y by the rapid obsolescense of knowledge. 58 
The American industrial order is prone to rapid chlulge. 
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Persons trained in particular pragmatic skills may find these skills 
obsolete at some future time. Still, however, industry often demands 
persors trained to perform definite skills rather than liberally trained 
individuals. In this regard, Wilbert Moore has written: 
It is undoubtedly true that the type of education 
known as general or liberal has turned loose upon 
a hard-boiled business and industrial world a 
rather large number of graduates with no special 
abilities to offer except an exaggerated idea of 
their own importance. But it is also true that a 
complete swing to the practical type of instruction 
would turn loose upon an unsuspecting society a group 
of persons totally incompetent to face rapid changes 
in occupational requirements. 59 
Moore remarks that 11 since we do not fix adult occupations at 
birth, but wait for the socially valuable attributes and skills to appear, 
the question becomes one of drawing a line somewhere- -the point at 
which general training is no longer profitable and specialization may 
begin. 1170 
With broadcasters often requiring specialized training, the 
balance between the general and more specific pragmatic training is 
an important consideration. For example, broadcasting has repetitive 
58 Dan Lacy, Freedom and Communications (Urbana, Illinois: 
University of Illinois Press, 1954), p. 26. 
69M 't 477 oore, op. c1 . , p. . 
70Ibid., p. 478. 
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and mechanical functions which might be subject to outright automatic 
control. 
An industry publication has remarked: 
Automatic apparatus for station programming is 
getting better and appearing in larger quantities 
each month, inspired by the desire of station 71 
operators for more efficiency and reduced costs. 
The student of broadcasting is thus faced with the problem of 
being required to undergo specialized training which might at some 
future date become technologically obsolete. The broadcasters, how-
ever, often requires such specia1ezed training due to· the lack of large 
scale training programs in the industry. The broadcaster sometimes 
approves of a more liberal education but in turn requres specific skills. 
Types of students enrolled in broadcasting courses 
University curricula even if constructed with the avowed purpose 
of educating future broadcasters in reality serves more than this 
singular function. 
Harrison B. Summers, for example, on the basis of a survey of 
twenty-five schools which award degrees in radio - television has con-
eluded that there are three types of students enrolled in broadcasting 
courses. The groups are as follows: (1) non-broadcasting majors 
which number about 20% to 30% of the total registration in broadcasting 
71
"An Answer to Costs: Automation," Broadcasting 
(February 15, 1960), p. 130. 
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courses; (2) broadcasting majors who will later leave the field, or 
who will never enter broadcasting; and (3) broadcasting majors who 
will work in broadcasting an who will remain in the field. 72 
In an earlier article, Summers cites the results of a survey 
conducted at Ohio State University which revealed that 45o/o of the 
broadcasting graduates were engaged in occupations other •than broad-
casting. 73 Similar findings were found in a study of radio-television 
graduates at the University of Alabama. Fifty-four per cent of the 
alumni were engaged in activities or occupations other than broadcast-
ing. 74 
The fact that many persons who study broadcasting do not enter 
the field would seem to mitigate against planning programs of study 
solely on the basis of the preferences of the broadcasters. 
Implications from the literature 
Broadcasting is taught in a variety of ways and in a number of 
different departments at various universities. The most frequently 
72Harrison Boyd Summers, "Instruction in Radio and Television 
in Twenty-Five Selected Universities," Journal of Broadcasting, II 
(Fall 1958), pp. 367-368. 
73Harrison Boyd Summers, "Professional Training and the 
College," Journal of Broadcasting, I (Fall 1957), pp. 384-388. 
74Feedback: Newsletter of the Association for Professional 
Broadcasting Education (May 1960), pp. 1-5 . 
• 
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reported philosophy of teaching broadcasting may be designated 
as the "Liberal-Professional" type. 
Many educators encourage students to prepare for work in broad-
casting with a liberal education. However, there is a recognization 
that broadcasters often demand the possession of specific skills as a 
condition of employment. There seems to be a conflict between the 
more liberal approach to education and the pragmatic demands of the 
broadcasters. 
The studies conducted to ascertain the needs, preferences, and 
attitudes of the broadcasters have not yielded a complete body of in-
formation. Too often, such studies merely present the broadcaster 
with the opportunity to idealistically indicate which courses, degrees 
or experience are most valuable in preparing for work in the industry. 
No definite conclusions can be drawn from the studies thus far conducted 
of the broadcaster's attitudes and preferences. More and meaningful 
information seems needed. 
Broadcasting, like other American industries, is prone to rapid 
change due to technological imporvements. The student of broadcasting 
is thus faced with the necessity of acquiring specific skills for broad-
casting which may later become technologically obsolete. 
Also, broadcasting courses and curriculums must meet the needs 
of students who will and who will not eventually enter this field. 
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The broadcasting industry has an almost complete lack of train-
ing programs. This makes the transition from college to employment 
more difficult. Specific Skills must be learned prior to employment. 
Not enough meaningful studies of the requirements for broad-
casting employment have been made to arrive at any general conclusion 
as to what constitutes the best approach in preparing for employment 
in this industry. Broadcasters seem to place some value upon a 
college education, however. 
The texts of broadcasting were surveyed but they were found to 
contain little concrete information relating to education for broadcast-
ing and employment. In a similar vein, occupational information re-
lating to education f.::>r broadcasting was found lacking. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY AND THE SAMPLE 
SOME NOTES FROM OTHER RESEARCH 
Attitudes and actual behavior -- the results of previous research 
A number of studies which have surveyed broadcasters with re-
gard to desired courses of instruction and curriculum have called at-
tention to the matter that broadcasters may ask for one sort of course 
or courses, and in actual practice require a quite different preparation 
of the employment applicant. 
For example, Thomas Guback in his survey of broadcasters in 
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Iowa has suggested that preferences 
expressed by the broadcasters may or may not represent the true 
employment standards used by these stations. 
More generally, Claire Selltiz, et. al. has stated: 
The 'would' question involves a personal prediction 
to one's behavior in a given situation. Unless the 
respondent has been in a comparable situation at 
some time, he may have little basis for making 
such a prediction. His response in this case may 
be no more than an expression of his desires or of 
his moral standards. Behavior in a real-life situatiun 
is influenced by many momentary social pressures that 
are difficult to imagine unless they have been previously 
experienced. Personal prediction by a respondent 
may thus be a hazardous affair unless it is solid.y 
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based on past behavior. 1 
Selitiz, in this regard, cites what might be termed a classic 
study conducted by LaPiere. LaPiere traveled throughout the United 
States accompanied by a Chinese couple. They visited numerous 
restaurants. Six months later, La Piere sent a questionnaire to the 
restaurants visited by the Chinese couple. Ninety per cent of the re-
turned questionnaires indicated that service would be refused to 
Chinese. Yet, these same restaurants with one exception had extended 
service to the Chinese couple. 2 The indicated or idealized practice as 
stated in the questionnaires was thus not in correspbndence with the 
actual or real practices. 
Another study compared the professed attitudes and the actual 
behavior of a group of university students toward cheating. A true-
false examination was administered to a group of sixty-seven univer-
sity students. These examinations were corrected but no marks were 
placed upon the papers. The examinations were returned to the stud-
ents with the comment that the papers had not been corrected. The 
students were supplied with the correct answers to the questions, and 
requested to correct their own examinations. The difference between 
1Claire Selltiz, et. al. , Research Methods In Social Relations 
(rev. one volume ed. ; New York: Henry Holdt and Company, April, 
1960), p. 250. 
2Ibid., pp. 250-251. 
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the actual score (as determined when the investigator corrected the 
papers) and the reported score (as reported after the student corrected 
the paper) yielded an index of cheating. 
This index of cheating was compared with the results of an 
attitude questionnaire (administePed . earlier) which measured attitudes 
toward cheating. Despite the fact that a strong attitude against cheat-
ing was expressed by the student group as a whole, considerable cheat-
ing was found on the basis of the index cited previously. There was 
simply a difference between professed and actual behavior. 3 
The actions of individuals cannot always be determined on the 
basis of what is thought to be their attitudes. In this regard: 
From a practical standpoint, the pollster must 
constantly re-examine and refine the objects of 
his studies, recognizing that it is one thing to 
determine what existing opinions are but quite 
another to uncover the underlying attitudes, to 
discover why they exist, and to predict behavior. 4 
In the related area of psychological testing, Allen L. Edwards 
notes that persons often answer in the affirmative to a statement (about 
them) which they consider socially desirable and in the negative to a 
3stephen M. Corey, "Professed Attitudes and Actual Behavior," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, XXVID (April 1937), pp. 271-279. 
4Charles E. Redfield, Communication in Management: The 
Theory and Practice of Administrative Communication (2nd. ed.; 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1958), p. 232. 
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statement they consider undesirable. 5 
There is evidence of differences between privately and public-
ly expressed views of members of a community. For example, one 
study of a community found that a Baptist preacher while privately 
holding more liberal views toward religion, publicly tended toward 
greater fundamentalism. 6 
There is no simple one-to-one relationship between expressed 
attitude and overt behavior. There is often a considerable discrepan-
cy between them. 
5Allen L. Edwards, Edwards Personal Preference, Manual 
(New York: The Psychological Corporation, 1959), pp. 5-6. 
6R. L. Schanck, "A Study of a Community and its Groups and 
Institutions Conceived of as Behaviors of Individuals," Psychological 
Monographs, XXXXill, 1932. 
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES USED IN THE 
PRESENT STUDY 
General Considerations 
As outlined earlier, there is often considerable difference be-
tween expressed attitudes and actual behavior. Simply, persons may 
say one thing, while in reality do another. 
For this reason, it is necessary in any study of the preferences 
of broadcasters with regards to education to make some attempt to 
compare attitude and actual action. 
Of course, it is quite difficult to study the attitudes of a number 
of broadcasters toward certain types of educational preparation, and 
then compare these professions with actual hiring practice. However, 
it is possible to attempt to construct questionnaires which will measure 
both attitude and actual practice. 
The two samples of stations 
In the present study, I have designated attitudes as the ideals of 
the broadcaster, and the actual practices of these persons as their 
real actions. 
Thus, this study consisted of two separate sample of broadcast-
ers. The questions contained in the instruments used with both samples 
were comparable in that both instruments were designed to yield data 
about the same areas of education for broadcasting. 
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The samples were designated as ideal and real. 
The broadcasters in the "idear' sample were presented with 
questions which gave the respondents the opportunity to choose the 
ideal educational preparation which should be sought by the student of 
broadcasting. 
In the "real" sample broadcasters were presented with questions 
which depicted actual situations in which the respondent was required 
to make decisions with regards to persons of varying educational back-
grounds. For example, the broadcaster was asked to rate the person 
for employment who had a degree in broadcasting, and rate another in~ 
dividual for employment who had a degree in business administration. 
The responses of the broadcasters in the two samples were com-
pared in an attempt to ascertain: ( 1) what sort of educational prepara-
tion is required by the broadcaster; and (2) whether the so-called ideal 
attitudes of the broadcaster are consistent with the actual or real ac-
tions of the broadcaster in hiring persons. 
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THE PRESENT STUDY 
The pre-test 
During November of 1962, a pre-test form was mailed to 
fifty joint radio-television stations. Twenty-five of the question-
naires were real forms; twenty-five questionnaires were ideal forms. 
One month was allowed for return of the pre-test questionnaires. 
A total of twenty-two forms were returned. Fourteen of these forms 
have been used in the final tabulations. 
Minor revisions were undertaken in preparing the final forms 
as the result of the pre-test experience. 
The test proper 
In January of 1963, the final questionnaires were mailed to the 
broadcasters. The real sample consisted of 206 radio stations, and 
118 television stations. The ideal sample consisted of 205 radio stations, 
and 119 television stations. 
The sample of stations was selected from the 1963 edition of the 
7 Broadcasting Yearbook.- The sample of stations was so constructed 
as to insure: ( 1) complete coverage of the United States; and (2) a 
more-or-less equal distribution among radio stations of varying powers. 
7Broadcasting, The Business Weekly of Television and Radio: 
1963 Yearbook Edition (Washington, D. C. : Broadcasting Publications, 
1962). 
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Sampling and matching was done on a state-by-state basis. The 
number of stations selected from each state as to power (in the case 
of the radio stations}, and in terms of geographic location was in dir-
ect proportion to the number of stations operating in the particular 
state. For example, a state with a total of one-hundred radio stations 
operating would be allocated a larger proportion of the sample than a 
state with fifty such stations. 
The real and ideal samples of radio stations were matched in 
terms of their power output. 
The real and ideal samples of both radio and television stations 
were matched in terms of the following variables: ( 1} geographic lo-
cation within the United States; and (2} urban or rural location. 
In addition, attempts were made to include an equal proportion 
of radio only, television only, and joint radio-television stations in 
both the real and ideal samples. 
The present samples, then, are of a constructed type and were 
matched in terms of the criteria outlined above. 
In 1962, there were 3, 653 AM radio stations broadcasting in the 
United States. There were 543 television stations on the air. 
Geographic location and power of the responding stations 
In describing the stations which responded to the present survey, 
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the real and ideal stations will be discussed as separate samples. 
In the present description, stations are sometimes listed by geo-
graphic division. There are nine such divisions which are listed be-
low along with the states contained therein: 
New England 
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island, Connecticut. 
Mid Atlantic 
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania. 
East North Central 
Ohio, Indiana, illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin. 
West North Central 
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Nebraska, Kansas. 
South Atlantic 
Delaware, Marylm d, District of Columbia, Virginia, 
West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida. 
East South Central 
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi. 
West South Central 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas. 
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Mountain 
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, 
Utah, Nevada. 
Pacific 
Washington, Oregon, California, Alaska, Hawaii. 
Tables 1 and 2 reflect the region of location of the responding 
radio and television stations in both samples. 
Table 3 reflects the power of the responding real and ideal radio 
stations. 
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Table 1 presents the geographic regions in which the responding 
real and ideal radio stations are located. 
TABLE 1 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE 
RADIO STATI0NS 
Real stations Ideal Stations 
Region of Percent of 103 Percent of 88 
Location N Stations N Stations 
New England 13 12. 5 8 9. 1 
Mid-Atlantic 12 11.7 11 12. 5 
East North Central 10 9.7 7 8. 0 
West North Central 16 15. 5 15 17. 0 
South Atlantic 20 19.4 6 6. 8 
East South Central 6 5. 9 4 4.5 
West South Central 6 5. 9 8 9. 1 
Mountain 11 10.7 11 12. 5 
Pacific 8 7. 8 10 11.4 
Region not 
identified 1 • 9 8 9. 1 
103 100.0 88 100.0 
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Table 2 depicts the geographic regions in which the respond-
ing real and ideal television stations are located. 
TABLE 2 
GEOORAPHIC LOCATION OF THE 
TELEVISION STATIONS 
Real Stations Ideal Stations 
Region of Percent of 44 Percent of 45 
Location N Stations N Stations 
New England 2 4.5 3 6. 7 
Mid-Atlantic 3 6.8 2 4.4 
East North Central 3 6. 8 6 13.3 
West North Central 11 25.0 9 20.0 
South Atlantic 10 22.8 7 15.6 
East South Central 2 4. 5 5 11. 1 
West South Central 4 9. 1 3 6.7 
Mountain 5 11.4 6 13.3 
Pacific 3 6. 8 4 8. 9 
Station not 
identified 1 2.3 0 
Total 44 100.0 45 100.0 
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Table 3 depicts the power of the responding real and ideal 
radio stations. 
TABLE 3 
POWER OF THE RESPONDING RADIO 
Station 
Power 
250, 500 watts 
1 Kilowatt 










30 29. 1 
38 36. 9 
12 11. 7 
1 • 9 
103 100.0 
Ideal Stations 




28 31. 8 
28 31. 8 
7 8.0 
8 9. 1 
88 100.0 
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The sample of real radio stations is larger than that of the 
responding ideal stations. Both the real and ideal samples have 
large proportions of 250 watt, one kilowatt, and five kilowatt stations. 
The lowest proportion of radio stations for both samples is in the 
fifty kilowatt category. 
The largest proportion of real radio stations are located in 
the South Atlantic region while the highest proportion of ideal stations 
is located in the West North Central Region. However, the real sample 
also has a high proportion of stations in the West North Central division 
( 15. 5o/o). Also, there are considerably fewer stations from the South 
Atlantic Region represented in the ideal sample than in the real sample. 
There are approximately the same proportion of real and ideal radio 
stations in the East North Central Region. Both samples have a small 
proportion of stations in the East South Central sector of the country. 
The real and ideal samples of television stations are almost 
alike in terms of absolute size. The highest proportion of stations for 
both samples are located in the West North Central Region. The second 
highest proportion for both samples of television stations is contained in 
the South Atlantic region. The ideal sample is characterized by a 
considerably higher proportion of stations in the East South Central 
Region. This is also true in the case of the East North Central Region. 
On the other hand, the proportion of real television stations is twelve 
per cent greater in the South Atlantic region than is the case with the 
ideal group. 
In terms of power then, the real and ideal samples of radio 
stations are almost alike. In terms of geography, however, there are 
some differences. 
Geographically speaking, the samples of real and ideal television 
stations are more alike than in the case of the radio samples. 
Staff characteristics and personnel practices at responding stations 
Stations in both real and ideal samples were asked to furnish 
the following information relating to staff and personnel characteristics: 
( 1) number of staff members; (2) proportion of college graduates; 
(3) presence or absence of formal training programs; and (4) infor-
mation relating to the performance of more than one job by staff 
members. 
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Number of staff members. Table four .. depicts the number of 
full-time staff members employed by the responding radio and tele-
vision stations in both the real and ideal samples. 
TABLE 4 
FULL TIME EMPLOYEES fir THE 




Radio Stations Televisi_on Stations 
Staff 
Members at Real Ideal Real Ideal 
the 
Stations N Percent N Percent N Percent N Percent 
0-5 persons 10 9.7 6 6. 8 0 0.0 0 0.0 
6-10 persons 25 24.2 33 37.5 3 6.9 1 2.2 
11-15 persons 29 28.2 17 19. 3 4 9. 1 2 4.4 
16-20 persons 8 7.8 6 6. 8 1 2.3 6 13.3 
21-31 persons 14 13. 6 11 12. 5 5 11.4 7 15. 6 
32-42 persons 4 3.9 2 2. 3 2 4.5 3 6. 7 
43-53 persons 7 6.8 5 5. 7 7 15. 9 8 17. 8 
54-64 persons 1 . 9 2 2. 3 6 13.6 4 8.9 
65 +persons 3 2.9 6 6. 8 14 31. 8 14 31. 1 
No response 2 2.0 0 0.0 2 4.5 0 0.0 
Totals 103 100.0 88 100.0 44 100.0 45 100.0 
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The largest proportion of radio station in both the real and 
ideal samples have between six and fifteen employees. (52. 4o/o for the 
real stations; 56. 8o/o for the ideal stations). 
The largest proportion of television stations in both the real 
and ideal samples employ more than sixty-five persons. (31. 8o/o for 
the real stations, 31. lo/o for the ideal stations). Further, the second 
largest category for both real and ideal groups were stations employ-
ing between forty-three and fifty-three persons. The ideal sample 
contains a considerably higher proportion of stations employing sixteen 
to twenty persons than does the real group. 
Proportion of college graduates on staffs of responding stations. 
Both the staffs of the responding ideal and real radio stations manifest 
similar characteristic with regards to the proportion of college grad-
uates on their staffs. Sixty-four percent of the real radio stations indi-
cated they had between 0 and 24o/o college graduates on their staffs. 
Further, 22. 3o/o of the real radio stations had between 25 and 47o/o 
college graduates on their staffs. Also, 62. 5o/o of the ideal stations 
reported between 0 and 24o/o college graduated on their staffs, while 
22o/o reported that between 25 and 47o/o of their staff members had 
graduated. 
For the television staffs of the real and ideal stations, the 
educational level is higher. For example, 39. Oo/o of the real, 
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and 33. 3o/o of the ideal television stations have between 25o/o and 47o/o 
college graduates on their staffs. For both real and ideal television 
stations, 79. 9o/o of the stations had between 0 and 47o/o college grad-
uates on their staffs. 
Training programs. Both the real and ideal radio stations 
reported few formal training programs. For example, only 7. 8o/o of 
the real radio stations had such programs. Only 5, 7o/o of the ideal 
radio radio stations had training programs, 
The sample of real television stations reported a higher pro-
portion of training programs than did the ideal sample. In specifics, 
22. 7o/o of the real stations had some type of formal training program 
as compared with only 5, 7o/o of the ideal stations. 
Performance of more than one job by employees. Questions 
were included in the instruments which asked respondents to indicate 
whether employees at their stations performed more than one job. 
Because of a slight difference in the wording of the questions, 
results from the p:1'e-test forms are not included in the tabulations made 
in the area of performance of more than one job by an employee. 
Respondents at the radio stations were asked: ( 1) if generally 
speaking, persons at their stations performed more than one job; 
and (2) whether announcers (a major job category) performed news 
writing, engineering, or sales-management jobs in addition to their 
duties as announcers. 
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A majority of both the real and ideal radio stations indicated 
that generally speaking, staff members at their respective stations 
perform more than one job. In specifics, 65. 3o/o of the real stations, 
and 68. 3% of the ideal stations indicated that generally, persons at 
their stations perform more than one job. 
Further, a majority of stations in both samples indicated 
that announcers also perform news writing functions. 
Also, a majority of stations in both samples indicated that 
announcers perform engineering functions. This ter:dency was more 
pronounced in the case of the real radio stations. 
Less than a majority of stations in both samples indicated 
that announcers also perform duties in management and sales. In 
specifics, only 35. 8% of the real stations, and 46. 4% of the ideal 
stations indicated that announcers performed such functions. 
Respondents at the television stations were asked whether 
generally, persons in their operations perform more than one job. 
A considerably larger proportion of the real television stations 
(58. 3%) indicated that employees performed more than one job 
than in the case of the ideal stations (28. 2o/o). 
Respondents at joint radio-television operations were re-
cp.ested to indicate(for a number of job areas) if staff members 
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performed a similar job in both radio and television. In other words, 
do employees at a station perform dual functions in both radio and 
television? 
For both the real and ideal samples of radio-television stations, 
announcers and employees in news, sports, and public affairs appear to 
perform similar jobs in both the radio and television operations. 
Personnel in sales, traffic, music, public relations-promotion, and 
production for the most part do not perform similar duties in both the 
radio and television operations. The real sample of stations, however, 
has a considerably higher proportion of engineering personnel ( 70. 4o/o) 
working in both radio and television than the ideal sample (29. 7o/o). 
Characteristics of the responding personnel 
Persons responding to the questionnaire were asked to furnish 
the following information about themselves: ( 1) position held at the 
station; (2) years of education completed; and ( 3) college major if any. 
The position most often held by the responding persons was 
general manager, station manager, or officer of the corporation (e. g. 
president, vice-president). These categories accounted for 69. 3o/o of 
the ideal radio respondents; 53. 3o/o of the ideal television respondents; 
51. 5o/o of the real radio respondents; and 52. 3o/o of the real television 
respondents. 
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The second most frequent position held by responding persons 
was that of program manager. This category accounted for 13. 6o/o of 
the ideal radio respondents; 15. 6o/o of the ideal television respondents; 
15. 5"/o of the real radio respondents; and 13. 6"/o of the real television 
respondents. 
Other positions held by respondents included the following: 
operations manager, personnel manager, station accountant, and 
business manager. 
Most respondents in both the real and ideal samples had attend-
ed college. In the real sample, 84. 7o/o of the respondents had attented 
or graduated from college while 85. Oo/o of the ideal sample had done 
so. 
Because of a large number od omissions, it was impossible to 
present, in accurate statistical form, the exact figures as to the 
college majors of those respondents who completed four or more years 
of college. 
Characteristics of the Responding Stations--Summary and Implications 
Questionnaires were mailed to 411 radio stations and 237 
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television stations throughout the United States. These stations were 
divided into two samples, designated as real and ideal. 
Responses were received from 191 radio stations ( 103 for the 
real, 88 for the ideal) and from 89 television stations ( 44 for the real, 
45 for the ideal). The real sample of radio stations was thus larger 
than that of the ideal group. 
There were some differences in the geographical distributions 
of the real and ideal samples of both radio and television stations. 
In terms of power output, both real and ideal radio stations 
exhibited somewhat similar characteristics. 
In terms of number of personnel at responding stations, both 
real and ideal samples were generally similar. 
For example, both real and ideal radio stations most frequent-
ly employed between six and fifteen persons. 
Over sixty-per cent of both the real and ideal radio stations 
had between 0 and 24o/o college graduates on their respective staffs, 
and were generally similar in this regard. 
The educational level of personnel at the responding television 
stations in both samples was higher than that of the radio groups. 
Responding radio stations in both samples reported few training 
programs. The same was true for the television samples with the 
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exception of real operations in which 22. 7% of the stations reported 
such programs. 
At stations in both radio samples, staff members generally per-
form more than one job. Announcers, for example, frequently do 
news writing. 
At real television stations, persons frequently perlorm more 
than one job. However this is not true in the case of the ideal tele-
vision stations. 
At joint television-radio operations, persons in announcing, news, 
sports, and public affairs often perform the same job in both radio and 
television. 
As to the personal characteristics of the respondents who com-
pleted the questionnaires, the majority were general managers or 
program managers, and had attended college. 
CHAPTER III 
THE RADIO STATIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
General comments 
This chapter is a summary of the results of the questionnaires 
sent to the real and ideal radio stations. The questionnaires sent to 
the real radio stations presented the broadcaster with actual situations 
in which he was required to make decisions (by rating) about persons 
of varying educational backgrounds. The ideal questionnaire pres-
ented the broadcaster with the opportunity to choose the ideal educati-
onal preparation that the student of broadcasting should pursue. 
Both the real and ideal questionnaires employed a variety of 
questions in measuring preferences and opinions as outlined above. 
THE REAL RADIO STATIONS 
College degrees versus experience 
Respondents at the radio stations were asked to rate four types 
of background preparation for work at their stations. The types of 
preparation were as follows: ( 1) college degree plus commercial 
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broadcasting experience; (2) college degree plus educational broad-
casting experience; (3) no college degree, commercial broadcasting 
experience; and (4) no college degree, educational broadcasting exper-
ience. Ratings were on a one to five basis, one being the lowest rating, 
five the highest rating. 
Radio broadcasters in the real sample rated a college degree 
with commercial broadcasting experience highly. Over 84% of the 
broadcasters gave this type of background, the highest possible rating 
of five. The mean rating for this background was 4. 7. 
Broadcasters rated no college degree with commercial broad-
casting experience higher than a college degree with educational broad-
casting experience. For example, the mean rating for the former was 
3. 9. A college degree with educational broadcasting experience how-
ever, received a mean rating of 3. 1. 
The background preparation, no college degree with educational 
broadcasting experience, received the lowest rating of the four types. 
The mean rating for this type of background was 1. 9. Over 
80% of the respondents gave this preparation low one or two ratings. 
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Broadcasters, then, valued commercial experience with no 
college degree more highly than a college degree with educational 
broadcasting experience, or educational broadcasting experience 
without a degree. However, a college degree with commercial exper-
ience was the most highly valued preparation of all. 
One hundred-three broadcasters rated these types of 
preparation. 
Types of degrees for broadcasting -- general evaluation 
The real radio broadcasters were asked to rate several types 
of degrees as to value for work at their stations in job areas other than 
the office or engineering departments. 
Respondents were asked to rate the following types of degrees: 
( 1) degree in business administration, (2) degree in broadcasting, 
(3) degree in education, (4) degree in engineering, (5) degree in 
liberal arts, and (6) a degree in theatre arts. 
Ratings were on a one to five basis, one being the lowest rating, 
five, the highest rating. 
Respondent radio stations gave highest ratings to the degree in 
broadcasting. Specifically, 60.2% of the real radio respondents gave 
the degree in broadcasting the highest possible rating of five. The mean 
rating for this degree type was 4. 4. 
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The degree in liberal arts received the second highest ratings. 
The mean rating for this degree was 3.4. 
The degree in business administration received third highest 
ratings from the real radio broadcasters. The mean rating for this 
degree was 3. 3. 
The degrees in theatre arts, education, and engineering re-
ceived low ratings. In specifics, the degree in theatre arts had a mean 
rating of 2. 6. The degree in education had a mean rating of 2. 4. The 
degree in engineering had a mean rating of 2. 4. 
Types of degrees for work in broadcasting -- some specifics 
As indicated in the preceding paragraphs, broadcasters were 
asked to rate the value of various degrees, generally, for work in 
broadcasting. Additional questions were included in the instruments 
sent to broadcasters which asked the respondents to rate various types 
of degrees for work in specific areas of their organizations. The 
questions consisted of situations in which the respondents were required 
to hire persons with various degrees. Respondents rated the degree 
for work in specific job areas on a one to five basis. One was the low-
est possible rating; five was the highest possible rating. 
The Liberal arts degree. Table 5 presents the responses of 
the broadcasters in rating the degree in liberal arts for specific 
work areas of their operations. 
TABLE 5 
HOW THE REAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED THE 












IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF THEIR 
OPERATIONS 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to the 
degree for work in specific areas 
Low High No 
1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response 
57.2 18.4 9. 8 14. 6 
38.8 28.2 19.4 13.6 
25.2 35.0 24.3 15. 5 
39.8 21.4 24.2 14. 6 
57.3 11.6 10.7 20.4 
Public Relations 35.0 22.3 25.2 17. 5 











Script- Continuity writing was the job classification in which 
broadcasters most highly rated the liberal arts graduate. The mean 
rating for the liberal arts degree graduate in this category was 3. 0. 
For all other job classifications, the liberal arts graduate re-
ceived mean ratings lowere than 3. 0. Inspection of Table 6 indicates 
that broadcasters frequently rated the liberal arts graduate with the 
lowest possible ratings of one or two. For example over 57o/o of the 
broadcasters gave the liberal arts graduate a rating of one or two in 
the job classifications, "announcing" and "management." 
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The degree in broadcasting. Table 6 presents the responses 
of the broadcasters in rating the degree in broadcasting for specific 
work areas of their operations. 
TABLE 6 
HOW THE REAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED THE 
DEGREE IN BROADCASTING FOR WORK 














Ratings given by the broadcasters to the 
degree for work in specific areas: 
Low 








































Real radio broadcasters rated the degree in broadcasting 
most valuable for work in announcing at their stations. The mean 
rating for the degree for work in announcing was 3. 8. Further, over 
49% of the broadcasters gave the degree in broadcasting a high rating of 
four or five for work in announcing. 
The broadcasters gave second highest ratings to the degree for 
work in script and continuity departments. The me an rating for the 
degree for work in this job area was 3. 6. Over 49% of the broadcast-
ers gave a high rating of four or five to the degree for work in this 
job area. 
Respondents gave third highest ratings to the degree for work 
in news writing and reporting. The mean rating was 3. 5. 
For work in public relations at the respondent's stations, the 
degree in broadcasting received a mean rating of 3. 1. 
The real broadcasters gave lowest ratings to the degree for 
work in sales, or management. In specifics, the degree received a 
mean rating of 2. 9 for work in sales. For work in management, 




Degree in broadcasting and liberal arts. Table 7 presents 
the responses of the broadcasters in rating the degree in broadcasting 
and liberal arts for specific work areas of their operations. 
TABLE 7 
HOW THE REAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED THE 
DEGREE IN BROADCASTING AND LIBERAL ARTS 
FOR WORK IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF 
THEffi OPERATIONS 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to the 
degree for work in specific areas: 
Specific Job Low High No 
Areas 1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response 
Announcing 18. 5 15. 5 49.5 16. 5 
News Writing 
& Reporting 9.7 25.2 49.6 15. 5 
Script-
Continuity 11. 7 18.4 54.4 15. 5 
Sales 25.2 24.3 34.0 16. 5 
Management 34.0 16. 5 29.1 20.4 
Public Relations, 
Promotion 16. 5 27.2 37.9 18.4 










The student with a degree in broadcasting and liberal arts was 
rated most highly in the job areas of announcing, news writing and report-
ing, and script-continuity writing. In specifics, approximately 50o/o 
of the respondents gave the degree in broadcasting and liberal arts 
a high rating of four or five in the areas of announcing, and news 
writing and reporting. 
Further, more than 54o/o of the respondent broadcasters gave 
high ratingscf four or five to the degree for work in script -continuity 
(writing). 
The mean rating for the degree for work in script-continuity 
writing was 3. 7. 
The mean rating for work in announcing was 3. 6. For work, 
in news writing and reporting, the degree in broadcasting and liberal 
arts received a mean rating of 3. 5. 
The degree received lowest ratings for work in the job areas of 
sales, management, and public relations-promotions. For example, 
the mea' rating given the degree for work in sales was 3.4. The 
mean rating for work in public relations was 3. 1. For work in manage-
ment, the degree received the lowest mean rating, 2.9. 
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The degree in business administration. Table 8 presents the 
responses of the real radio broadcasters in rating the person with a 
degree in business administration. 
TABLE 8 
HOW THE REAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED THE 
DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FOR 
WORK IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF 
THEIR OPERATIONS 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to the 
degree for work in specific areas: 
Specific Job Low High No 
Areas 1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response 
Announcing 66.3 9. 6 3. 8 20. 3 
News Writing 
& Reporting 61. 1 20.4 2. 0 16. 5 
Script-
Continuity 54.4 24.3 3.8 17. 5 
Sales 19.3 17. 5 48. 6 14. 6 
Management 30.1 17. 5 35.9 16. 5 
Promotion, Public 
Relations: 35.9 23.3 23. 3 17. 5 










In four job areas, the degree in business administration re-
ceived mean ratings of 2. 5 or less. In specifics, for announcing, the 
degree received a me an rating of 1. 6. For work in news writing and 
reporting, the degree received a mean rating of 1. 9. The degree 
received a mean rating of 2. 1. for work in script-continuity writing. 
Also, the degree received a mean rating of 2. 5, for work in public 
relations-promotion. 
Management and sales job classifications produced the highest 
mean ratings for the business administration degree. The mean ratings 
were 3.0 and 3.5 respectively. In the case of management, approxi-
mately 36% of the broadcasters rated the degree with a high four or 
five rating. For sale& approximately 48o/o of the broadcasters rated 
the degree with a four or five rating. 
Types of courses -- some ratings 
Respondent real radio stations were aked to rate five types of 
courses as to their value for work at the respondent's station. The five 
types of courses were as follows: ( 1) broadcasting courses; (2) liberal 
arts courses; (3) business courses; (4) theatre courses; and (5) 
courses in education. 
The ratings were on a one to five basis. One was the lowest 
possible rating, five the highest possible rating. 
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The ratings given these courses are presented in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 








TYPES OF COURSES FOR WORK 
AT THEIR STATIONS 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to 
specific course types: 
Low High No 
1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response 
4.0 3.8 85.4 6.8 
16.5 22.3 54.5 6.8 
16. 5 34.0 43.7 5.8 
43.7 26.2 24.3 5.8 
61.2 23.3 9.7 5.8 








Respondents gave high ratings to courses in broadcasting. The 
mean rating for broadcasting type courses was 4. 6. 
Courses in liberal arts received a mean rating of 3.6. Further, 
more than 54o/o of the broadcasters gave liberal arts courses high ratings 
of four or five. 
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Courses in business received third highest ratings from the 
broadcasters. The mean rating for this course type was 3. 3. Approx-
imately 43o/o of the respondents gave this course type ratings of four 
or five. 
Courses in theatre and education both received low ratings. 
The mean rating for courses in the theatre was 2.6. More than 43% 
of the broadcasters gave this course type low rating os one or two. 
The mean rating for courses in education was 2.1. Over 61% 
of the respondents gave this course type low ratings of one or two. 
Value of licenses and permits for work in broadcasting 
Respondents were asked, to rate as to value, various permits 
and licenses which can be obtained from the Federal Communications 
Commission. Respondents were requested to rate the permits and 
licenses as to value for work at their stations in other than the 
engineering department. 
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Table lOpresents the responses of the broadcasters in rating 
the permits and licenses. 
TABLE10 
HOW THE REAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED 
FCC LICENSES AND PERMITS 
FOR WORK Kr THEffi 
STATIONS 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to 
specific permit types: 
Permit or Low High No 
License Type 1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response 
First Class Operator's 
Permit 48.5 26.2 13. 6 11.7 
Second Class Operator's 
Permit 60.2 19.4 3.9 16.5 
Third Class Operator's 
Permit 50.5 13. 6 20.4 15. 5 
Restricted Operator's 
Permit 41. 7 9.7 32. 1 16. 5 







Generally speaking, all of the permits or licenses with the 
exception of the Restricted Operator's Permit received few high ratings. 
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For example, only 13. 6o/o of the broadcasters gave the first class 
permit a rating of four or five. The second class permit received the 
lowest proportion of four and five ratings ( 3. 9'}'o). The third class per-
mit was given these ratings of four or five by only 20.4% of the radio 
broadcasters. 
On the other hand, the Restricted Operator's Permit was given 
four or five ratings by over 32o/o of the broadcasters. However, this 
permit type was still rated with low values (one or two) by over 42'}'o 
of the broadcasters. 
Need for training in more than one field -- some reactions 
Respondent real radio stations were asked to indicate: 
( 1) whether or not a potential employee who is an announcer should be 
trained in broadcast engineering; and (2) whether or not a potential 
employee who is an announcer should be able to edit and write his own 
news. 
Generally, the broadcasters indicated that an announcer did not 
need training in broadcast engineering. In specifics, 64. 1o/o of the 
broadcasters stated that the announcers did not need such training while 
31% of the broadcasters indicated such training was desirable. 
On the other hand, broadcasters indicated that an announcer 
should be able to edit and write his own news. In specifics, 82. 5o/o of 
the respondents indicated that the announcer should be able to perform 
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news writing and editing functions; 12. 6"/o of the respondents answered 
in the negative. 
Real Radio Stations-- What the Respondents Want! 
On the basis of the data reviewed, an attempt is here made to 
construct a composite picture of what the real radio broadcasters want 
and expect in the way of requirements for work. 
Real radio respondents most highly value a person with a 
college degree plus commercial broadcasting experience. Further, 
respondents value the individual with commercial broadcasting exper-
ience and no college degree more highly than the person with a college 
degree and educational broadcasting experience (such as fur.nished at 
some colleges). 
In general terms, respondents rated most valuable the degree 
in broadcasting ( in comparison with others). The degree in liberal 
arts is rated second most valuable, while the business administration 
degree was ranked third. Degrees in theatre arts, engineering, and 
education received low ratings from the broadcasters (mean ratings 
below 3. 0). 
In rating persons with specific degree types for specific jobs, 
the liberal arts degree was given low scores in all job areas except 
script-continuity writing. With the exception of script-continuity writing, 
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the liberal arts degree was given lower mean ratings for all job 
areas than the mean rating given the degree when rated as to general 
value (see above). 
In evaluating the degree in broadcasting for specific job areas, 
this degree type received lower mean ratings for every job classifi-
cation than when it was rated as to general value. 
The degree in broadcasting, according to respondents, is most 
valuable for work in the following job areas: announcing, script-
continuity writing, and news writing and reporting. For work in man-
agment and sales, the degree in broadcasting received relatively low 
ratings. 
In evaluating the degree in broadcasting and liberal arts, res-
pondents (as in the case of the broadcasting degree), found that such a 
degree was most valuable for work in the areas of announcing, news 
writing and reporting, and script-continuity writing. The ratings for 
these areas nearly the same as those given to the broadcasting degree 
with minor variation. 
Like the degree in broadcasting, the degree in broadcasting and 
liberal arts received lowest ratingsin sales and management, Also, the 
ratings assigned the degrees for work in public r.elations were the same. 
Broadcasters gave low ratings to the degree in business admin-
istration in all areas except management and sales. 
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In rating degrees for specific jobs, a definite pattern seems 
to emerge. The degree in liberal arts and the degree in business 
administration are generally considered not too valuable for work in 
broadcasting. On the other hand, the degrees in broadcasting, and the 
degree in broadcasting and liberal arts (with many similar ratings) 
seem to be most valued by the respondents. 
The real radio broadcasters were also asked to rate, as to 
value, general course types. In doing so, the respondents gave high-
est ratings to courses in broadcasting. 
Also, in evaluating types of courses, broadcasters gave second 
highest ratings to courses in the liberal arts. 
Courses in business administration received the third highest 
ratings from the broadcasters. 
Courses in education and the theatre received lowest ratings 
from the respondents. 
The order of preference reflected in the rating of the courses 
is consistent with the preferences indicated in rating degree types as to 
general value. In both cases, courses or degrees in broadcasting, 
liberal arts, and business, were rated first, second, and third respect-
ively. 
Generally, then, it seems reasonable to set down the following 
conclusions: ( 1) commercial experience and a college education is 
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highly valued by the broadcaster; (2) courses in broadcasting, and 
degrees in broadcasting are most valuable when compared to others 
(e. g. liberal arts, business administration); and (3) in rating degrees 
for specific jobs, broadcasters generally attach lower ratings to degrees 
than when evaluating those degrees on a general basis. 
THE IDEAL RADIO STATIONS 
General comments 
The ideal questionnaire which was sent to the radio respondents 
allowed respondents to choose the ideal preparation by which students 
might prepare for a career in broadcasting. This is to be contrasted 
with the approach of the real questionnaire which sought to present the 
broadcaster with actual situations in which he was required (by rating) 
to make decisions (in connection with employment) with regard to per-
sons of varying educational backgrounds. 
Attempts were made to insure that the two types of question-
naires, real and ideal, measured similar areas. 
College versus experience 
The ideal broadcasters were asked to rate four types of possible 
preparation for a career in broadcasting. The types of preparation were 
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as follows: ( 1) college degree plus commercial broadcasting exper-
ience, (2) college degree plus educational broadcasting experience, 
(3) no college degree and commercial broadcasting experience, and 
(4) no college degree and educational broadcasting experience. 
Broadcasters were asked to assign ratings to the types of prepara-
tion on the basis of their value in preparing a person for a career in 
broadcasting in other than the office or engineering departments of a 
radio station. 
Ratings were on a one to five basis, one being the lowest rating, 
five the highest rating. 
The ideal radio broadcasters gave highest ratings to a college 
degree plus commercial broadcasting experience. In specifics, 88. 6o/o 
of the broadcasters gave this preparation the highest possible rating of 
five. The mean rating for this type of preparation was 4. 8. 
The background preparation, no college degree plus commercial 
broadcasting experience, received the second highest ratings. The 
mean rating for this type of preparation was 3. 6. 
Third highest ratings were received by the type of preparation 
consisting of a college degree and educational broadcasting experience. 
The mean rating for this preparation was 3. 1. 
Broadcasters gave lowest ratings to the preparation, no college 
degree and educational broadcasting experience. The mean rating 
for this preparation was 2. 0. 
Eighty-eight respondents rated these types of preparation. 
Types of degrees for broadcasting 
Respondents at the ideal radio stations were asked to rate the 
value of several types of degrees. 
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The types of degrees were as follows: { 1) degree in business 
administration, {2) degree in broadcasting, {3) degree in education, 
{ 4) degree in engineering, { 5) degree in liberal arts, and { 6) degree 
in theatre arts. 
Rating was on a one to five basis, one being the lowest rating, 
five the highest possible rating. 
This question was returned by eighty-eight ideal radio respon-
dents. 
The degree in broadcasting received highest ratings from the 
broadcasters. The mean rating for this degree was 4. 5. Over 76% 
of the broadcasters gave this degree a rating of four or five. 
The degree in business administration received the second high-
est ratings from the broadcasters. The mean rating for this degree 
was 4. 1. More than 62"/o of the broadcasters gave the business admin-
stration degree a rating of four or five. 
Broadcasters at the ideal radio stations gave third highest 
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ratings to the degree in liberal arts. The mean rating for the degree 
was 3.7. 
The degree in engineering received a mean rating of 3. 4. 
The degree in education, and theatre arts received low ratings 
from the broadcasters. The mean rating for the degree in theatre 
arts was 2. 5. Approximately 19% of the broadcasters gave the degree 
in theatre arts a rating of four or five. The degree in education re-
ceived a mean rating of 2. 4. 
Evaluation of specific courses by the broadcasters. 
Ideal radio respondents were presented with a list of specific 
courses and asked to rate them as to value. The courses, for purposes 
of analysis, may be divided into five groups: ( 1) courses in radio; 
(2) general academic, or liberal arts courses (e. g. science, English, 
history); ( 3) courses in business and business administration (e. g. 
accounting, personnel management); (4) a course in the theatre; and 
( 5) other courses (here the broadcaster could list and rate any additi-
onal courses he felt necessary). 
Rating was on a one to five basis for all types of courses. One 
was the lowest possible rating, five the highest rating. 
Courses in broadcasting. Table 11 presents the responses of 
the ideal radio broadcasters in rating specific courses in broadcasting. 
TABLE 11 
HOW THE IDEAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED 
COURSES IN BROADCASTING AS TO 
VALUE FOR PREPARING FOR 
WORK IN BROADCASTING 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to 
specific courses: 
Specific Low High No 
Course 1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response 
Announcing 
{Radio-TV) 12.4 12. 5 67. 1 8. 0 
Broadcast 
Advertising 
and Sales 11.4 13. 6 65.9 9. 1 
Broadcast-
Communications 
Theory 35.3 31. 8 19.3 13. 6 
Broadcast 
Management 11.4 17.0 63.6 8. 0 
History of 
Broadcasting 57.9 19. 3 11.4 11.4 
Law of 
Broadcasting 31. 8 19. 3 38.7 10.2 
News Writing and 
Reporting 5. 7 18.2 68. 1 8.0 
Production Techniques 
{Radio) 23.8 15.9 52.3 8. 0 
Script-Coninuity 
Writing 6. 8 21. 6 61.4 10.2 














The broadcasting course receiving the highest ratings from the 
respondents was news writing and reporting. The mean rating for 
this course was 4. 2. Over 68o/o of the broadcasters gave the course 
a rating of four or five. 
Courses in announcing, broadcast advertising and sales, and 
script-continuity writing all received mean ratings of 4. 1. Over 67o/o 
of the broadcasters gave the course in announcing a high rating of 
four or five. More than 65o/o of the respondents gave the course in 
broadcast advertising and sales a rating of four or five. Approximat-
ely 61o/o of the ideal radio broadcasters gave the course in script-
continuity writing a four or five rating. 
The course in broadcast management received a mean rating 
of 3. 9. 
Production techniques for radio received a mean rating of 3. 6. 
The course, law of broadcasting, received a mean rating of 
3. 1. However, over 31o/o of the broadcasters gave this course a low 
one or two rating. 
Courses in broadcast-communications theory, and the history 
of broadcasting received lowest rating from the respondents. Broad-
cast-communications theory, for example, received a mean rating of 
2. 7. Only 19. 3o/o of the broadcasters gave this course a high rating 
of four or five. The course in the history of broadcasting received 
a mean rating of 2. 0. Only 11. 4o/o of the respondents gave this 
course a rating of four or five. 
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General academic or liberal arts courses. Table 12 presents 
the responses of the broadcasters in rating specific general academic 
or liberal arts courses. 
TABLE 12 
HOW THE IDEAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED 
GENERAL ACADEMIC OR LIDERAL ARTS 
COURSES AS TO VALUE FOR 
PREPARING FOR WORK 
IN RADIO BROADCASTING 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to 
S:eecific courses 
Specific Low High No 
Course 1&2 3 4&5 Response 
English 3.4 8. 0 79. 5 9. 1 
Foreign 
Language 52.2 18.2 17. 1 12. 5 
History 36.4 22.8 27.2 13.6 
Math 52.2 19.4 15. 9 12. 5 
Psychology and 
Sociology 30. 6 20.5 38, 6 10. 3 
Science 65.9 12. 5 9. 1 12. 5 









In the general academic grouping of courses, the course in Eng-
lish received the highest ratings from the ideal radio broadcasters. 
The mean rating for this course was 4. 6. 
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Psychology-Sociology received the second highest ratings from 
the radio broadcasters. The mean rating for this course type was 
3. 2. 
Broadcasters gave low ratings to courses in history, a for-
eign language, math, and science. 
Non-broadcast history, for example, received a mean rating 
of 2. 7. 
The course titled 11 a foreign language" received a mean rating 
of 2. 4. 
Only 17. 1o/o of the respondents gave this course a high rating 
of four or five. 
Math, and science received mean ratings of 2. 4 and 2. 0 res-
pectively. 
Courses in business: Table 13 presents the responses of the 
ideal radio broadcasters in rating specific business type courses. 
TABLE 13 
HOW THE IDEAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED 
BUSINESS COURSES AS TO VALUE 
FOR PREPARING FOR WORK 
IN RADIO BROADCASTING 
Percentage 
Ratings 
Specific Low High No 
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Total 
Course 1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response Percent 
Advertising 
{non-broadcast) 26. 1 26.2 35.2 12. 5 100.0 
Economics and 
Accounting 30.7 31. 8 26.1 11.4 100.0 
Marketing 19.3 27.3 40.9 12. 5 100.0 
Personnel 
Management 23. 8 28.4 35.3 12. 5 100.0 
Base for this table, 88 ideal radio stations 
Marketing received the highest ratings from the broadcasters. 
The mean rating for this course was 3. 4. More than 40o/o of the res-
pondents gave this course a rating of four or five. 
Both non-l!roadcast advertising, and personnel management re-
ceived mean ratings of 3. 1. More than 35o/o of the respondents gave 
these courses ratings of four or five. 
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Economics and accounting received the lowest ratings from the 
radio broadcasters. The mean rating for this subject was 2. 9. 
A course in theatre skills. Ideal radio broadcasters were 
also asked to rate the value of a course designated as theatre skills. 
This course received a low mean rating of 2. 3 Further, over 5; lo/o 
of the broadcasters gave this course a low one or two rating. 
Other courses. The broadcasters were also given the oppor-
tunity to list and rate any additional courses they felt should be in-
cluded in the list. Few broadcasters listed any courses. Of the 
small number who did list courses, speech was most frequently men-
tioned (by four respondents). Other courses mentioned (all once) in-
cluded; civics, typing, public relations, physics, literature, semantics, 
and music appreciation. 
Value of licenses and permits for broadcasting. 
Ideal radio respondents were asked to indicate how valuable 
obtaining certain Federal Communication Commission permits was in 
preparing for a career in broadcasting. The question stated that the 
permits should be rated as to value for work other than in the engineer-
ing department. 
Table 14 presents the responses of the broadcasters in rating 
the various permits. Rating was on a one to five basis. One was the 
lowest rating, five the highest rating. 
TABLE 14 
HOW THE IDEAL RADIO BROADCASTERS RATED PERMITS AND 
LICENSES AS TO VALUE IN PREPARING FOR A 
CAREER IN BROADCASTING IN OTHER THAN 
THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to 
the permits and licenses: 
Permit Low High No Total 
Type 1 & 2 3 4& 5 ResponsePercent 
First Class Operator's 
Permit 42.0 38.7 15.9 3.4 100.0 
Second Class Operator's 
Permit 63.6 22.7 8.0 5.7 100.0 
Third Class Operator's 
Permit 39.8 34. 1 19.3 6. 8 100.0 
Restricted Operator's 
Permit 28.3 21. 6 44.4 5.7 100.0 
Base for this table, 88 ideal radio stations 
Ideal radio broadcasters gave highest ratings to the Restricted 
Operator's Permit. The mean rating for this permit was 3. 3. 
All other permit types received mean ratings below 3. 0. 
The first class permit received a mean rating of 2. 6. The 
second class permit had a mean rating of 2. 1; the like figure for the 
third class permit was 2. 6. 
Need for training in more than one field -- some reactions 
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Respondent ideal radio stations were asked: ( 1) whether or not 
a radio announcer should also be trained in broadcast engineering; and 
(2) whether an announcer should be able to edit and write his own news. 
There was no sharp agreement as to whether or not an announcer 
should have training inb roadcast engineering. For example, 52. 3o/o of 
the respondents favored such training while 46. 6o/o of the respondents 
felt it was not necessary. Also, 1. 1o/o of the respondents did not reply 
to this question. 
Most stations indicated that an announcer should be able to edit 
and write his own news. A large proportion, 89. 8o/o so indicated. Also, 
9. 1o/o of the respondents indicated that an announcer did not have to be 
able to edit and write his own news, and 1. 1o/o of the stations failed to 
respond to this question. 
Some general comments 
A question was included in the forms mailed to radio respondents 
which asked them to describe in their own words, what thoughts they had 
about how a person should prepare himself for a career in radio broadcasting. 
A few sample quotes are as follows: 
In a small operation, a man must do two or three things. 
For instance an engineer must announce, read commercials 
and news •..• at least to some degree. 
Nothing is better than practical experience broadened by 
education. 
The finest general education. 
For engineers and announcers, experience is far more important 
than a college degree. For all other departments, a college 
degree helps. 
He should have a well rounded education .... 
English is the prime course for preparation in broadcasting • 
• • • . Upon graduation /from college l the educational process of 
learning broadcastinghas just begun. 
The most valueable education, in my opinion, is that which is 
combined with theory and practice. 
There is no substitute for on the air experience- text book, 
classrooms and professor's theory cannot replace actual 
experience .... 
An extensive liberal arts education with a major in English, 
History, Philosophy, etc., and a minor in radio courses. 
Learn business administration and obtain as wide a variety of 
education as possible. 
Most college students.J;lon't have the basics mastered when 
they apply 1!._1or VIO:l'k. J. 
Commercial experience is by far the most valuable background. 
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They should be able to speak English and to read aloud. 
This might seem like a trite statement, but the number of 
people seeking jobs in radio that can't do either is amazing. 
Experience is the most important thing. 
The more education the better to work with and for people. 
Actual experience is still the most important. Other require-
ments depend on the phase of broadcasting. 
Learn as much as you can from the courses offered about the 
craft including the economics of a radio station. 
I feel that a person should be an avid reader, continually 
search for new knowledge about the broadcast industry, and 
apply one's self as diligently as possible in class. 
A good liberal arts background with commercial broadcast 
experience. 
The more knowledge, the better. 
It is vitally important that the person have actual experience. 
It is my opinion that preparation for broadcasting should 
include a broad liberal arts, or business administration 
background with speciality areas affording practical experience 
in theatre, journalism, and college radio. 
Ideal Radio Stations-- What the respondents want! 
Using the data which has been reviewed, an attempt is made 
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here to construct a composite picture of the background and preparation 
which ideal radio broadcasters feel are valuable. 
Ideal radio respondents feel that the most valuable preparation 
a person can acquire for a career in broadcasting is a college degree 
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with commercial broadcasting experience. Broadcasters feel that no 
college degree with commercial experience is more valuable than a 
college degree with educational broadcasting experience. Commercial 
experience is thus considered valuable preparation for work in the 
field. 
In general terms, broadcasters feel that the degree in broad-
casgint is most valuable {in comparision with other degree types) in 
preparing for a career in broadcasting. The degree in business admin-
istration was rated second most valuable by the broadcasters, and the 
degree in liberal arts received third highest ratings. 
Broadcasters gave low ratings to degrees in education, or 
theatre arts. 
In rating broadcasting courses in terms of their value for prepar-
ing a person for work in radio,the respondents gave highest ratings to the 
following courses; news writing and reporting, announcing, broadcast 
advertising and sales, and script-continuity writing. All of these 
courses had mean ratings that exceeded 4. 0. 
The course in broadcast management received a mean rating of 
3. 9, and a course in radio production techniques received a mean rating 
of 3. 6. 
Courses in the history of broadcasting and theory received lowest 
ratings. {mean ratings below 3. 0). 
In evaluating the general academic courses, highest ratings 
were given to a course in English. Psychology-Sociology received 
second highest ratings from the radio respondents. 
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Lowest ratings (mean ratings below 3. 0) were given to courses 
in history, a foreign language, math, and science in the general 
academic group. 
In evaluating business courses for broadcasting, respondents 
gave the highest ratings to a course in marketing. None of the business 
courses were given mean ratings that exceeded 3. 4. 
The broadcasters also evaluated a course in theatre skills in 
preparing the student for work in broadcasting. This course received 
a low mean rating of 2. 3. 
Radio respondents listed few additional courses that they felt 
might be valuable in preparing for a career in broadcasting. Of those 
listed, speech was the most frequently cited. 
In summarizing the broadcaster's reactions to various course 
types, the following conclusions may be drawn: ( 1) with the excep-
tion of history and theory courses, courses in the broadcasting group 
generally received the highest ratings of all course types; (2) general 
academic courses received with the exception of English and Psychology-
Sociology, low ratings; (3) business courses received higher ratings than 
the general academic group and theatre course but lower than the 
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broadcasting group; and ( 4) broadcasters listed few additional courses. 
In evaluating various permits and licenses, ideal radio broad-
casters gave the highest ratings to the ReStricted Operator's Permit. 
All other permit types had mean ratings below 3. 0. 
The ideal radio group was not in sharp agreement as to whether 
an announcer should also be trained (or not) in broadcast engineering. 
The group favoring such training comprised over 52o/o of the respondents. 
However, the group not favoring engineering training for the announcer 
comprised over 46o/o of the respondents. 
The ideal radio respondents did agree, however, that an announ-
cer should be able to edit and write his own news. 
In summary then, respondents indicated that the desired prepar-
ation for broadcasting should consist of a college degree plus commer-
cial broadcasting experience. The degree should be in broadcasting 
(and courses in broadcasting are also favored). If a permit is to be ob-
tained, the Restricted Operator's permit is the most desirable. Further, 
announcers should be able to edit and write their own news, 
CHAPTER IV 
THE TELEVISION STATIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
General comments 
This chapter is a summary of the results obtained from the 
questionnaries sent to the real and ideal television stations. The 
questionnaire sent to the real television stations presented the broad-
caster with situations in which he was required to make decisions (by 
rating) about persons of varying educational backgrounds. On the other 
hand, the ideal questionnaire presented the broadcaster with the oppor-
tunity to choose the ideal educational preparation that the student of 
broadcasting might obtain. 
Both the real and ideal questionnaires employed a variety of 
types of questions in measuring opinions and preferences as outlined 
above. 
THE REAL TELEVISION STATIONS 
College degrees versus experience 
Broadcasters at the television stations were asked to rate four 
types of background preparation for work at their stations. These types 
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of preparation were as follows: ( 1) college degree plus commercial 
broadcasting experience; (2) college degree plus educational broad-
casting experience; ( 3) no college degree, commercial broadcasting 
experience; and ( 4) no college degree, educational broadcasting 
experience. 
Ratings assigned were on a one to five basis. The highest 
rating was five, the lowest rating was one. 
A college degree with commercial broadcasting experience was 
given the highest ratings by the respondents. The mean rating for this 
preparation was 4. 7. Further, over 8lo/o of the 44 real television 
stations gave this type of preparation the highest possible rating of 
five. 
The television broadcasters gave second highest ratings to no 
college degree and commercial broadcasting experience. The mean 
rating for this type of preparation was 3. 7. 
The background preparation, a college degree with educational 
broadcasting experience, received a mean rating of 3. 2. 
Broadcasters gave lowest rating to the preparation, no college 
degree and educational broadcasting experience. For example, over 
79o/o of the respondents gave this preparation a low rating of one or two. 
The mean rating for this type of preparation was 2. 0. 
Forty-four broadcasters rated these types of preparation. 
Types of degrees for broadcasting. 
Respondents at the real television stations were aked to rate 
several types of degrees as to value for work at their respective 
stations. 
Respondents were asked to rate the following degree types: 
( 1) degree in business administration, (2) degree in broadcasting, 
( 3) degree in education, ( 4) degree in engineering, ( 5) degree in 
liberal arts, and ( 6) a degree in theatre arts. 
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Ratings were on a one to five basis, one being the lowest rating, 
five the highest possible rating. Forty-four broadcasters rated these 
degrees. 
Broadcasters gave highest ratings to the degree in broadcasting, 
The mean rating for this degree was 4. 1. More than 62o/o of the res-
pondents gave this degree high ratings of four or five. 
Respondents gave second highest ratings to the degree in liberal 
arts. The mean rating for this degree was 3. 6. 
The degree in business administration received third highest 
ratings from the real television broadcasters. The mean rating for 
this degree was 3. 5 • 
Degrees in education, engineering, and theatre arts received 
the lowest ratings from the broadcasters. The degree in education 
received a mean rating of 2. 3. The engineering degree received a 
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mean rating of 2. 7, and the degree in theatre arts, a mean rating of 2. 8. 
Types of degrees for work in broadcasting -- some specifics 
As indicated in the preceding paragraphs, broadcasters were 
asked to rate the value of various degrees, generally, for work in broad-
casting. Additional questions were included in the instruments sent to 
the broadcasters which asked the respondents to rate various types of 
degrees for work in specific areas of their organizations. 
These questions consisted of situations in which respondents 
were required to hire persons holding various types of degrees types. 
Respondents rated the degree for work in specific job areas on a one to 
five basis. One was the lowest possible rating, five was the highest 
possible rating. 
The degree in liberal arts. Table l!i presents the responses 
of the broadcasters in rating the degree in liberal arts for specific work 
areas of their operations. 
TABLE 15 
HOW THE REAL TELEVISION BROADCASTERS RATED THE 
DEGREE IN LIBERAL ARTS FOR WORK 
IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF 
THEIR OPERATIONS 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcaster to the 
degree for work in specific areas: 
Specific Job Low High No 
Areas 1 & 2 3 4& 5 Response 
Announcing 59. 1 13.7 11.3 15.9 
News Writing 
and Reporting 36.4 29.5 18.2 15. 9 
Script-
Continuity 22.7 36.4 22.7 18.2 
Sales 29.6 29.5 25.0 15. 9 
Management 45.4 11.4 15.9 27.3 
P rometion-Public 25.0 27.3 34.1 13. 6 
Relations 
Production 47.6 20. 5 13.7 18.2 
Film 52. 3 18.2 9.0 20.5 
Base for this table, 44 real television stations 













broadcasters gave highest ratings to this degree type for work in public 
relations-promotion. The mean rating given the liberal arts graduate 
for work in this job area was 3. 2. 
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For work both in script- continuitY; and sales, the liberal arts 
degree received mean ratings of 3. 0. However, only 25o/o of the 
broadcasters gave the liberal arts degree a high rating of four or five, 
for work in sales. In the case of script-continuity only 22. 7"/o of the 
broadcasters listed ratings of four or five. 
Ratings for work in all other areas yielded mean ratings below 
3. 0. For the specific job areas, the mean ratings were as follows: 
news writing and reporting (2. 7); production (2. 4); management (2. 2); 
announcing( 2. 0); and film ( 2. 0). 
Generally, then, broadcasters tended to give low ratings to the 
liberal arts graduate for work in most job areas. 
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The degree in broadcasting. Table 16 presents the responses 
of the broadcasters in rating the individual with a degree in broadcast-
ing for employment in specific job areas. 
TABLE 16 
HOW THE REAL TELEVISION BROADCASTERS RATED THE 
DEGREE IN BROADCASTING FOR WORK 
IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF 
THEIR OPERATIONS 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to the 
degree for work in specific areas: 
Specific Job Low High No 
Areas 1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response 
Announcing 22.7 27.3 40.9 9. 1 
News Writing 
and Reporting 13. 6 36.4 43.2 6.8 
Script-
Continuity 11.4 25.0 54.5 9. 1 
Sales 29. 5 43.2 15.9 11.4 
Management 36.4 25.0 20.4 18.2 
Promotion-Public 
Relations 20.4 34. 1 34.1 11.4 
Production 15. 9 29.5 43.2 11.4 
Film 27.2 27.2 25. 1 20.5 











In rating the person with a degree in broadcasting for employ-
ment, highest ratings were assigned for work in script-continuity. 
The mean rating for the degree for work in this job area was 3. 7. 
Over 54o/o of the respondents gave the degree a high rating of four or 
five for work in this area, 
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The broadcasters gave second highest ratings to the degree for 
work in two job areas, production, and news writing and reporting. 
The mean rating given the degree for work in both job areas was 3. 4. 
For work in announcing, the degree in broadcasting received a 
mean rating of 3. 3. 
For work in public-relations-promotion, the degree in broad-
casting received a mean rating of 3. 2. Approximately 34o/o of the 
respondents gave the degree ratings of four or five for work in this 
job area. 
The degree in broadcasting received lowest ratings for work in 
film, sales, and management. In specifics, the degree received a 
mean rating of 2. 9 for work in film. For work in sales, the degree 
received a mean rating of 2. 8, The degree received amean rating of 
2. 6 for work in management. 
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The degree in broadcasting and liberal arts. Table 17 presents 
the responses of the real television broadcasters in rating the individual 
with a degree in broadcasting and liberal arts for employment. 
TABLE 17 
HOW THE REAL TELEVISION BROADCASTERS RATED THE 
DEGREE IN BROADCASTING AND LIBERAL ARTS 
FOR WORK IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF 
THEIR OPERATIONS 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to the 
degree for work in specific job areas: 
Specific job Low High No 
Areas 1 & 2 q 4 & 5 Response 
Announcing 25.0 22.7 40.9 11.4 
News Writing 
and Reporting 13.7 22.7 54.5 9. 1 
Script-
Continuity 9. 1 29.5 52.3 9. 1 
Sales 13.7 29. 5 45.4 11.4 
Management 22.7 25.0 31. 8 20. 5 
Public Relations 
Promotion 13. 6 27. 3 47.4 11.4 
Production 18. 1 20. 5 47.8 13. 6 
Film 27. 2 18.2 31.9 22.7 












In rating the broadcasting and liberal arts degree graduate for 
employment, the respondents gave highest ratings to this type of pre-
paration for work in script-continuity. The mean rating for the degree 
for this job type was 3. 8. More than 52o/o of the broadcasters gave this 
preparation a high rating of four or five. 
The broadcaster.§ gave second highest ratings to this degree 
type for the job classification, news writing and reporting. The mean 
rating for degree for this job area was 3. 7. More than 54% of the 
broadcasters gave a rating of four or five to the degree for work in 
this job area. There are little differences between the ratings assign-
ed the degree for work in script-continuity and those assigned for work 
in news writing and reporting. 
Third highest ratings for this degree type were assigned for work 
in sales. The mean rating given the degree for work in this job area 
was 3. 5. 
Mean ratings for the broadcasting an:! liberal arts degree holder 
exceeded 3. 0 for all other job classifications. The mean ratings were 
as follows: Production ( 3. 4); announcing ( 3. 3); public relations-
promotion (3. 3); management (3. 1); and film (3. 1). 
Mean ratings for the broadcasting and liberal arts graduate seem 
to indicate the following: ( 1) there is an absence of low ratings assigned 
this preparation; and (2) there is a good deal of approval of this type 
of preparation as indicated by the fact that in six job areas, forty or 
more per cent of the respondents, gave high ratings of four or five. 
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The degree in business administration . The real television 
broadcasters were asked to rate for employment a person with a degree 
in business administration. The ratings were on a one to five basis, 
one being the lowest rating, five the highest rating. 
For work in all job areas except management, and sales, the 
business administration graduate received mean ratings below 3. 0. 
The mean rating for sales was 3. 2, for management, 3. 1. 
Mean ratings for the other job areas were as follows: public 
relations-promotion ( 2. 6); script- continuity ( 2. 3); production ( 1. 8); 
news writing and reporting ( 1. 7); announcing ( 1. 7); and film ( 1. 6). 
Generally then (with the exception of management, and sales), 
low ratings were assigned to the degree in business administration. 
Above computations were based on a total of forty-four real 
television stations. 
Value of previous work in the theatre for employment in television 
A question was included in the forms sent to the real television 
broadcasters which asked the respondent to indicate how valuable 
previous work in theatre production was in applying for a job at the 
respondent's station. 
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Seventy-five per cent of the broadcasters indicated that such train-
ing was desirable. However, only 6. 8% of the respondents indicated 
that previous work in theatre production was very necessary for work in 
their operations. Further, 18. 2% of the television broadcasters indicat-
ed that theatre experience was either unnecessary or completely un-
necessary. 
In summary then, it seems fair to conclude that while theatre 
production experience is desirable for work at the 44 real television 
stations, it is not a necessary requirement. 
Types of courses -- ratings by the real television broadcasters 
The real television broadcasters were asked to rate five types of 
courses as to their value for work at their respective stations. The five 
types of courses were as follows: {1) broadcasting courses, (2) liberal 
arts courses, ( 3) business courses, ( 4) theatre courses, and 
(5) courses in education. 
Ratings were on a one to five basis, one being the highest possible 
rating, five, the lowest rating. 
The ratings given these courses by the broadcasters are present-
ed in Table .. 
TABLE 18 
HOW THE REAL TELEVISION BROADCASTERS 
RATED VARIOUS TYPES OF COURSES 
AS TO VALUE FOR WORK AT 
THEIR STATIONS 
Percentage 
Ratings given types of courses by 
the broadcasters: 
Course Low High No 
Type 1 & 2 3 4 & 5 Response 
Broadcasting 4.5 4.5 86.5 4.5 
Liberal Arts 6. 8 29.5 56.9 6.8 
Business 20.5 29.5 45.5 4.5 
Theatre 31. 8 34.1 29.6 4.5 
Education 70.5 18.2 6. 8 4.5 









Respondents gave highest ratings to courses in broadcasting. 
The mean rating for this course type was 4. 4. 
Courses in the liberal arts received the second highest ratings. 
The mean rating for this course type was 3. 8. Over 56o/o of the broad-
casters gave liberal arts courses a high rating of four or five. 
Business courses were rated third most valuable by the tele-
vision broadcasters. The mean rating for these courses was 3. 5. 
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Courses in the theatre received a mean rating of 3. 0. 
Television broadcasters gave lowest ratings to courses in 
education. The mean rating for this course type was 1. 9. Further, 
70o/o of the respondents gave this course type a low rating of one or two. 
Need for training in more than one field -- some reactions 
Respondent real television stations were asked: ( 1) whether a 
television announcer need or need not be trained in broadcast engineer-
ing; (2) whether a television announcer should or should not be able to 
edit and write his own news; and (3) whether or not a television announc-
er should be familiar with television production techniques. 
The real television broadcasters indicated that it was not nec-
essary for a television announcer to have training in broadcast engineer-
ing. Over 82o/o of the respondents indicated that training in engineering 
was not necessary. Only 13o/o of the broadcasters thoughtsuch training 
necessary. 
The television broadcasters also indicated that the announcer 
should be able to edit and write his own news. In specifics, 68. 2o/o of 
the respondents stated that the announcer should re able to edit and write 
news while 31. 8o/o of the respondents felt the announcer did not have to 
perform such functions. 
Finally, the real television broadcasters indicated that a tele-
vision announcer should be familiar with television production techniques. 
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In specifics, 95. 5o/o of the respondents stated that the announcer should 
be familiar with the production techniques, while 4. 5o/o of the respondents 
indicated the announcer did not have to be familiar with the techniques. 
Real television stations -- what the respondents wanted 
The real television broadcasters most highly value the individual 
with a college degree and commercial broadcasting experience. 
Further, the broadcasters consider more valuable a person with 
commercial broadcasting experience and no college degree than the 
individual with a college degree and educational broadcasting experience. 
The broadcasters rated various types of degree as to general 
value. In doing so, the real television respondents indicated that they 
most highly valued the degree in broadcasting. The degree in liberal arts 
was rated as second most valuable. The respondents rated the degree in 
business administration as third most valuable. 
Low ratings were given to degrees in education, engineering, and 
theatre arts. 
Broadcasters also rated specific degrees for specific jobs at 
their stations. In doing so, the respondents gave few high ratings to 
the degree in liberal arts. Only in the jobs areas of public relations-
promotion, sales, and script-continuity, did ratings for the liberal arts 
degree exceed a mean of 3. 0. Ratings of the liberal arts degree for 
specific jobs were lower than the ratings given the degree when rated as 
to general value. 
H:O 
In rating degrees for specific jobs, the degree in broadcast-
ing also received lower ratings than when it was rated as to general 
value. 
In rating, the degree in broadcasting for specific jobs, res-
pondents gave highest ratings to this degree type for work in the 
following areas: script-continuity, production, news writing and 
reporting, announcing, and public relations-promotion. The broad-
casters gave the lowest ratings to the degree for work in film, sales, 
management. 
The broadcasters gave highest ratings to the degree inbroad-
casting and liberal arts for work in specific job areas. Mean ratings 
for this degree for all job areas exceeded 3. 0. 
In rating the degree in business administration for work in 
specific job areas, the broadcasters generally assigned low ratings. 
With the exceptions of jobs in sales, and management, ratings for 
the degree in all job areas were below a mean of 3. 0. 
In rating specific courses as to value for employment, the 
respondents gave highest ratings to offerings in broadcasting. 
Courses in liberal arts received the second highest ratings. Third 
highest ratings were given courses in business. These ratings are 
consistent with the ratings assigned to the broadcasting, liberal arts, 
and business administration degrees when rated as to general value. 
I 
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Real television broadcasters indicated that while experience 
in theatre production was desirable for work at their stations, it was 
not necessary. 
Television announcers, according to the real television broad-
casters, need not be trained in broadcast engineering. However, an-
nouncers should be familiar with television production techniques, 
and should be able to edit and write their own news. 
In summary then, it seems fair to conclude that the real tele-
vision broadcasters prefer individuals with a college degree and com-
mercial broadcasting experience. A degree in broadcasting or broad-
casting and liberal arts is most highly valued. Experience in theatre 
production is desirable but not necessary. 
THE IDEAL TELEVISION STATIONS 
General Comments 
The questionnaires sent to ideal television respondents allowed 1 
these persons to choose the ideal preparation by which students might 
prepare for a career in broadcasting. On the other hand, the ques-
tionnaires sent to the real television broadcasters presented the res-
pondents with actual situations in which they were required to make 
decisions regarding the employment of persons with varying education-
al backgrounds. 
College versus experience 
The respondent television broadcasters were asked to rate four 
types of possible preparation for a career in broadcasting. The rat-
ings assigned to the various backgrounds were as to value for prepar-
ing for careers in other than the office or engineering departments of 
a television station. Ratings assigned were on a one to five basis. 
The highest possible rating was five, the lowest rating possible was 
a one. 
The types of preparation were as follows: ( 1} college degree 
plus commercial broadcasting experience; (2} college degree plus 
educational broadcasting experience; (3} no college degree, commer-




Ideal television btoadcasters gave highest ratings to a college 
degree plus commercial broadcasting experience. The mean rating 
for this type of preparation was 4. 8. Mm;e than 86% of the 45 respon-
dents broadcasters gave this type of preparation the highest possible 
rating of five. 
No college degree with commercial broadcasting experience re-
ceived the second highest ratings from the broadcasters. The mean 
rating was 3. 5. More than 50o/o of the broadcasters gave this type of 
preparation high ratings of four or five. 
The type of preparation, college degree plus educational broad-
casting experience received a mean rating of 3. 4. 
Broadcasters gave lowest ratings to no college degree and educa-
tional broadcasting experience. The mean rating was 2. 0. Over 75o/o 
of the television respondents gave this preparation low ratings of one 
or two. 
The pattern that seems to emerge from these rating is that the 
ideal television broadcaster most highly values a college degree when it 
is coupled with commercial experience. Further, commercial exper-
ience alone is considered more valuable than a college degree plus 
educational broadcasting experience. 
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Evaluation of specific courses by the broadcasters 
General comment 
Ideal television respondents were presented with a 
list of specific courses and asked to rate them as to value in prepar-
ing for work in broadcasting. The courses, for purposes of analysis, 
may be divided into five groups: (1) courses in broadcasting; (2) gen-
eral academic or liberal arts courses (e. g. science, English, history); 
(3) courses in business and business administration (e.g. accounting, 
personnel management); (4) courses in theatre; and (5} other courses 
(here the broadcaster could list and rate any additional courses he 
felt necessary). 
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Courses in broadcasting. Table 19presents the responses of 
the ideal television broadcasters in rating specific courses in broad-
casting. 
TABLE 19 
HOW THE REAL TELEVISION BROADCASTERS RATED 
TYPES OF COURSES AS TO VALUE IN 
PREPARING FOR WORK IN 
BROADCASTING 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to 
Specific courses: 
Specific Low High No 
Course 1&2 3 4&5 Response 
Announcing 
(radio-TV) 13.2 17.8 51.2 17.8 
Broadcast 
Advertising and 
Sales 8.9 17.8 48.9 24.4 
Broadcast 
Communications 
Theory 35.5 17.8 24.5 22.2 
Broadcast 








TABLE 19 (continued) 
Percentage 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to 
specific courses : 
Low High No. Total 
1&2 3 4&5 Response Percent 
Film 
(processing) 33.3 13.4 33.3 20.0 100.0 
Film 
(production) 11. 1 24.5 46.6 17.8 100.0 
History of 
Broadcasting 55.6 8.9 8.9 26.6 100.0 
Law of 
Broadcasting 28.9 13.3 33.4 24.4 100.0 
News Writing 
Reporting 2.2 24.4 53.4 20.0 100.0 
Production 
Techniques 
(radio) 24.4 8.9 48.9 17.8 100.0 
Production 
Techniques 
(TV) 4.4 17.8 62.2 15.6 100.0 
Script-
Continuity 
Writing 6.7 22.2 55.6 15.5 100.0 
Base for this table, 45 ideal television stations 
The broadcasters gave highest ratings to the following subjects: 
production techniques for television, broadcast advertising and sales, 
news writing and reporting, and script continuity~writing. 
In specifics, production techniques for television had a mean 
rating of 4. 3. The mean rating for broadcast advertising and sales 
was 4. 1. News writing and reporting and script-continuity both had 
mean ratings of 4. 0. 
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Announcing for radio-television had a mean rating of 3. 9. More 
than 51o/o of the respondents gave this course a high rating of four or 
five. 
Broadcast Management received a mean rating of 3. 8. 
Film courses (production, operation, editing) were given mean 
ratings of 3. 8. However, over 46o/o of the broadcasters gave these 
courses a high rating of four or five. 
Production techniques for radio received a mean rating of 3. 7. 
More than 48o/o of the broadcasters gave this course a rating of f:mr 
or five. 
The course in film processing received a mean rating of 3. 1. 
The distribution of scores given this course is unusual. For example, 
33. 3o/o of the broadcasters gave this course low ratings of one or two. 
On the other hand, the same percentage ( 33. 3o/o) gave the course high 
ratings of four or five. 
The course in the law of broadcasting received a mean rating of 
3. 1. 
Ideal television broadcasters gave lowest ratings to courses in 
broadcast-communications theory, and history of broadcasting, 
Broadcast-communications theory received a mean rating of 2, 6, 




Genreral academic or liberal arts courses. Table 20 presents 
the respones of the~ television broadcasters in rating the value of 
specific general academic or liberal arts courses. 
TABLE :20 
HOW THE IDEAL TELEVISION BROADCASTERS RATED 







TO VALUE IN PREPARING 
FOR WORK IN 
BROADCASTING 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to 
specific courses: 
Low High No 
1&2 3 4&5 Response 
2.2 11.1 68.9 17.8 
44.6 13.3 17.7 24.4 
(non-broadcasting) 26. 7 13.3 33.3 26.7 
Math 42. 1 17.8 22,3 17.8 
Psychology and 
Sociology 28.8 20.0 33.4 17.8 
Science 46.7 13.3 13.3 26.7 










In rating the general academic or liberal arts courses, broad-
casters gave highest ratings to the course in English. The mean rat-
ing for this course was 4. 6. More than 68% of the broadcasters gave 
this course a high rating of four or five. 
Non-broadcast history and Psychology-Sociology received se-
cond highest ratings from the broadcasters (although considerably be-
low the ratings given to the course in English). The mean rating 
for both these courses was 3. 0. 
All other courses in the liberal arts growing received mean rat-
ings below 3. 0. The mean ratings and the courses were as follows: a 
foreign language (2. 4) science (2. 3), and math (2. 6). 
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Business courses. Table 21 presents the respones of the 
broadcasters in rating specific courses in business. 
TABLE 21 
HOW THE IDEAL TELEVISION BROADCASTERS RATED TYPES 
OF COURSES IN BUSINESS AS TO VALUE IN 
PREPARING FOR WORK IN BROADCASTING 
Percent e 
Ratings given by the broadcasters to specific 
courses: 
Low High No Total 
1&2 3 4&5 Response Percent 
Advertising 
(non-broadcast) 15.5 24.4 35,5 24.6 100.0 
Economics and 
Accounting 26.7 24.4 28.9 20.0 100.0 
Marketing 20.0 28.9 26,7 24.4 100,0 
Personnel 
Management 20,0 33,3 26.7 20.0 100.0 
Base for Table 45 ideal television stations 
The ideal television broadcasters gave highest ratings to the course 
in non-broadcast advertising. The mean rating for this course was 3. 5. 
The broadcasters gave second highest ratings to the course in mar-
keting. The mean rating for this course was 3. 2. 
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The course in personnel management had a mean rating of 3. 1. 
The mean rating for economics and accounting was 3. 0. 
Analysis of Table 21 indicates that in no instance did more than 
35% of the television broadcasters give a high four or five rating to 
a business course. 
A course in theatre skills. The course in theatre skills had a 
mean rating of 3. 1. 
Other courses. Broadcasters listed few courses in addition to 
the items printed on the questionnaire forms. A partial list of the 
additional courses includes art, music, and photography. 
Previous work in the theatre--value for employment in television 
A question was included in the forms sent to the ideal television 
broadcasters which requested the respondents to indicate how valuable 
previous work in the theatre was for a person interested in working 
in television production. 
Eighty per cent of the broadcasters indicated that such work 
was desirable. However, only 4. 5o/o of the respondents indicated 
that such training was either necessary or very necessary. On the 
other hand, 13. 3o/o of the television broadcasters felt that such train-
ing was unnecessary. 
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Need for training in more than one field- -some reactions 
Respondent ideal television broadcasters "Aere asked: ( 1) whe-
ther a television announcer should or should not have had training in 
broadcast engineering; (2) whether a television announcer should or 
should not be able to edit and write his own news; and (3) whether or not 
a television announcer should be familiar with television production 
techniques. 
Most ideal television broadcasters indicated that television an-
nouncers did not need training in broadcast engineering. In specifics, 
89. 9% of the respondents indicated that such training was not necessary, 
while 10.1% of the broadcasters felt that the announcer should be 
trained in this area. 
On the other hand, a clear majority of the broadcasters indicated 
that an announcer should be able to edit and write his own news. In 
specifics, 86.7% of the respondents indicated that the announcer should 
have this ability while 13. 3% of the respondents felt such ability was not 
necessary . 
Also, most ideal television respondents felt that an announcer 
should be familiar with television production techniques. In specifics, 
97. 8% of the respondents indicated a need for such a familiarity while 
2. 2% felt this knowledge of television production techniques was not 
necessary. 
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Some general comments 
A question was included in the forms mailed to television respon-
dents which asked the respondents, in their own words, to describe 
what thoughts they had about how a person should prepare himself for a 
career in television broadcasting. 
A few sample quotes are as follows: 
We have more luck with experienced personnel without college 
training. These people stay with us longer. 
Most college courses are not aimed at commercial broadcasting. 
As in many practical aspects of any field, actual experience is 
the final teacher. 
'[he person has :gready taken the biggest step in preparation 
!Jor broadcasting) by being in college. 
College degree not essential for employment in production-opera-
tion jobs, but as in so many fields, the college man can move up 
much faster. 
He should want to get into broadcasting. A burning desire is even ' 
better than a want . 
. . . . find a summer job at a television station. 
Hard work and dedication to /}h'? communication industry. 
Ideal television stations - - what the respondents want 
Most ideal television respondents feel that the most valuable prepa-
ration a person can acquire is a college degree and commercial broad-
casting experience, The respondents also indicated that commercial 
broadcasting experience with no college degree is more valuable than a 
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college degree with educational broadcasting experience. 
The television respondents rated various college degrees as to 
value. The degree in broadcasting received the highest ratings. The 
degree in liberal arts was rated second most valuable. The degree in 
business administration received third highest ratings. However, there 
was little difference between the ratings given to the business adminis-
tration degree and those given to the degree in liberal arts. Broad-
casters gave lowest ratings to the degrees in education and theatre arts. 
Ideal television respondents were asked to rate a list of courses as 
to value in preparing work in television broadcasting. 
In evaluating courses in broadcasting, respondents gave highest ratings 
to courses in broadcast advertising and sales, production techniques for 
television, news writing and reporting, and script-continuity writing. 
Broadcasters gave lowest ratings to courses in broadcast-communica-
tions theory, and broadcast history. 
In evaluating general academic or liberal arts courses, the tele-
vision broadcasters gave highest ratings to lil course in English. Courses 
in non-broadcast history and Psychology-Sociology received second high-
est ratings (both courses received mean ratings of 3. O). All other 
courses in the general academic or liberal arts grouping received mean 
ratings be low 3. 0. 
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The broadcasters also rated business courses as to value. In do-
ing so, highest ratings were assigned to the course in non-broadcast ad-
vertising. Second highest ratings were given to a course in marketing. 
A course in theatre skills received a mean rating of 3. 1 from the 
ideal television broadcasters. 
Television respondents were asked to indicate how valuable pre-
vious work in the theatre was for a person interested in working in tele-
vision production. A clear majority of the broadcasters indicated that 
such work was desirable but few respondents felt that such experience 
was either necessary or very necessary. 
Ideal television broadcasters also indicated that a television an-
nouncer does not need training in broadcast engineering. Further, most 
respondents felt that an announcer should be able to edit and write his 
own news. Respondents also felt that a television announcer should be 
familiar with the production techniques of the medium. 
CHAPTER V 
THE REAL AND IDEAL SAMPLES- -A COMPARISON 
THE RADIO STATIONS COMPARED 
On the basis of the data reviewed in preceding chapters, a com-
parison is here made between the real and ideal samples of radio stations. 
General characteristics of the two samples of radio stations compared 
There were many similarities between the two samples of stations. 
In specifics, both samples of radio stations displayed similar character-
istics in terms of the following variables: (1) power output, (2) propor-
tion of college graduates on staff: (3) number of staff members (4) small 
proportion of stations having formal training programs for new employees 
and (5) performance of more than one job by staff members. Further, 
the respondents who completed the questionnaires at both the real and 
ideal radio stations were similar. Most respondents were either general 
managers or program managers, and most of these persons had attended 
college. 
On the other hand, the samples of real and ideal stations displayed 
dissimilar characteristics along the following lines: (1) the real sample 
of stations was larger than that of the ideal sample; and (2) there were 
some differences in the geographic distribution of the real and ideal 
samples of stations. 
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Preferences of the responding radio stations for college education and 
experience . Respondents at both the real and ideal radio stations gave 
highest ratings to the type of preparation which would consist of a col-
lege degree and commercial broadcasting experience. Further, sta-
tions in both samples gave higher ratings to no college degree and com-
mercial broadcasting experience than to a college degree and educational 
broadcasting experience. 
In evaluating these types of preparation, the real respondents were 
asked to give ratings on the basis of value for work of these types of pre-
paration. The ideal respondents were asked to rate the preparations in 
terms of their value for a career in broadcasting. 
Types of degrees for broadcasting. In evaluating types of degrees as to 
general value, respondents in both the real and ideal samples rated the 
degree in broadcasting as most valuable (in comparison with other de-
gree types). 
The real broadcasters rated the degree in liberal arts second most 
valuable. On the other hand, the ideal broadcasters rated the degree in 
business administration as second most valuable. The real radio broad-
casters rated the degree in business administration as third most valua-
ble while the ideal respondents, as stated, rated it second most valuable. 
Lowest ratings were given to degrees in education, theatre arts, 
and engineering by stations in both samples. However, the degree in 
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engineering received a higher mean rating from the ideal stations than 
from the real group, 
In evaluating these degree types, the real respondents were asked 
to give ratings on the basis of the value of the degree for work at their 
respective stations. The ideal respondents, on the other hand, were 
merely asked to rate the degrees as to value. 
Types of degrees for broadcasting - - same additional data 
Additional questions were included in the questionnaires which were 
sent to the real radio broadcasters which asked respondents to rate vari- · 
ous types of degrees for work in specific job areas in their organizations. 
For example, one question asked the respondents to rate a person with 
a liberal arts degree and no broadcasting experience for various depart-
ments. 
The ratings given to the degree in liberal arts when rated for work 
in specific departments were generally lower than when the degree was 
rated as to general value. 
For example, when the degree in liberal arts was rated as to 
general value, the degree received a mean rating of 3. 4. On the other 
hand, when the degree was rated as to value for work in specific depart-
ments of a station, the highest mean rating the degree received for work 
in any department was 3. 0. 
In rating the degree in broapcasting for employment in specific 
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departments real broadcasters assigned lower ratings than when rating 
the same degree as to general value. For example, the mean rating for 
the degree in terms of general value was 4. 4. On the other hand, the 
highest rating given to the degree for work in any specific job area was 
3. 8. 
Real radio broadcasters also rated the person for employment who 
held a degree in broadcasting and liberal arts. The ratings assigned to 
this degree for work in specific areas were higher than the ratings as-
signed the degree in liberal arts and quite similar to those ratings as-
signed the degree in broadcasting. 
Real radio broadcasters gave low ratings to the degree in business 
administration for work in specific areas. These ratings were lower than 
the ratings assigned the same degree when rated as to general value. 
When direct comparison was possible (in the cases of degrees in 
liberal arts, broadcasting, and business administration), broadcasters 
assigned lower ratings to the degrees when rating them as to value for 
work in specific job areas, than when rating the same degrees as to 
general value. 
Types of courses for broadcasting. 
Both the real and ideal radio stations were given the opportunity 
to rate, as to to value, various types of courses. 
The real sample was asked to rate general types of courses (e.g. 
liberal arts or education) as to value where hiring a person. The ideal 
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sample was asked to rate specific courses as to their value in prepar-
ing for work in broadcasting. The specific courses in the ideal list, 
however, were subject to categorization into general course grouping. 
Both the real and ideal samples of radio station gave highest 
ratings to courses in broadcasting. 
The real radio broadcasters gave second highest ratings to 
courses in liberal arts, and third highest ratings to courses in busi-
ness. The ideal radio respondents gave second highest ratings to 
courses in business and third highest ratings to courses in liberal 
arts. 
Also, the ideal broadcasters generally gave lower ·. ratings to 
courses in liberal arts and business than did the real radio respondents. 
In the case of both real and ideal samples, courses in the theatre 
received mean ratings below 3. 0. 
Although no education courses were included in the ideal list, 
, this course type was included in the real questionnaire form andre-
ceived a mean rating of 2. 6. 
Value of permits and licenses for work in broadcasting 
In rating the value of various types of Federal Communications 
Commission permits and licenses, broadcasters in both the real and 
ideal samples generally assigned low ratings. 
The Restricted Operator's Permit received the highest ratings 
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from broadcasters in both samples. However, a larger proportion of· 
the ideal stations gave the permit high ratings of four or five than did 
the real stations. 
Broadcasters in the real sample rated permit types as to value 
of these permits for work at their respective stations, in job areas 
other than in the engineering department. Broadcasters in the ideal, 
on the other hand, while asked to rate the same permit types, were 
asked to rate the permits in terms of their value in preparing for a 
career in broadcasting in other than the engineering department. 
Need for training the radio announcer in more than one field 
Real radio stations generally indicated that an announcer did not 
need training in broadcast engineering. This finding is consistent with 
the generally low ratings assigned the various Federal Communications 
Commission licenses and permits. 
On the other hand, a majority (52. 3o/o} of the ideal radio stations 
indicated that an announcer should have training in broadcast engin-
eering. This finding is not consistent with the generally low ratings 
assigned the various Federal Communications Commission permits 
and licenses. 
More than 80o/o of the stations in both the real and ideal samples 
indicated that an announcer should be able to edit and write his own 
news. 
General comments. 
On the basis of data reviewed, it is possible to indicate certain 
basic similarities and differences between the two samples of radio 
stations. 
Similarities. There were a number of similarities common to 
both samples. In terms of general characteristics, for example, the 
samples of radio stations were basically alike with the exception of 
some differences in geographic distribution of the stations, and the 
larger size of the real sample. 
In evaluating types of preparation for work in broadcasting, 
both samples gave highest ratings to a college degree plus commer-
cial broadcasting experience. Both samples more highly valued the 
preparation consisting of no college degree and commercial broadcast-
ing experience, as compared to a background consisting of a college 
degree plus educational broadcasting experience. 
Both real and ideal samples gave highest ratings to the degree 
in broadcasting, and to courses in broadcasting. 
Respondents in both samples gave lower ratings to degrees in 
education, engineering, and theatre arts. 
Both real and ideal broadcasters displayed similar characteris-
tics in rating the value of various FCC licenses or permits. 
Both samples agreed that ·an announcer should be able to edit and 
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and write his own news. 
Differences. 
There was, however, some dissimilarity between the real and 
ideal samples of stations with regards to degree and course ratings. 
For example, the ideal broadcasters gave higher ratings to the de-
grees in liberal arts and business administration than did stations in 
the real sample. 
Further, real broadcasters gave second highest ratings both to 
courses and degrees in liberal arts, and third highest ratings to 
courses and degrees in business administration. On the other hand, 
the ideal sample of stations gave second highest ratings to degrees and 
courses in business administration, and third highest ratings to degrees 
and courses in liberal arts. 
The two samples were not in agreement as to whether an announ-
cer should have training in broadcast engineering. A majority of the 
real sample of radio stations indicated that such training was not nec-
essary while a majority of the ideal stations indicated such training 
was necessary. 
THE TELEVISION STATIONS COMPARED 
General remarks. 
On the basis of the data reviewed in preceding chapters, a com-
parison is here made between the real and ideal samples of television 
stations. 
General characteristics of the two samples of television stations 
compared. 
There were a number of marked similarities between the real 
and ideal samples of television stations. In specifics: (1) the size of 
both samples of stations was almost the same. (2) there was a sim-
ilar proportion of college graduates on the staffs of stations in both 
samples and, (3) both samples were basically alike in the number of 
persons who were employed by the various stations. Further, the 
respondents who completed the questionnaires at both the real and 
ideal television stations displayed similar characteristics. Most 
of the respondents were either general managers or program mana-
gers, and most of these persons had attended college. 
On the other hand, the samples of real and ideal stations dis-
played dissimilar characteristics along a number of lines. There 
were some differences in the geographic distribution of the real and 
ideal stations. Further, there was a higher proportion of training 
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programs for new employees at the real television stations. However, 
a majority of neither the real nor the ideal stations had such programs. 
Perhaps the most pronounced difference between the two samples 
of stations was in the fact that a majority of the real stations had staff 
members performing more than one job while a majority of the ideal 
sample of stations did not. 
College degrees and experience. 
Television respondents at both real and ideal television stations 
gave highest ratings to tye type of preparation which would consist of a 
college degree and commercial broadcasting experience. Also, stations 
in both samples gave higher ratings to the preparation, no college degree 
and commercial broadcasting experience, than to the preparation, college 
degree and educational broadcasting experience. 
In evaluating these types of preparation, the real respondents were 
asked to give ratings on the basis of value for work of these types of prep-
aration. The ideal respondents, on the other hand, were asked to rate 
the preparations in terms of their value in preparing for a career in 
broadcasting. 
Types of degrees for broadcasting. In evaluating types of degrees 
as to general value, respondents in both the real and ideal samples rated 
the degree in broadcasting as most valuable(in comparison with other 
degrees). 
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Both real and ideal respondents rated the degree in liberal arts 
as second most valuable. Further, respondents in both samples rated 
the degree in business administration as third most valuable. How-
ever, it should be noted that in the cases of both samples, there was 
only a slight difference between the mean rating of the degree in busi-
ness administration and the degree in liberal arts. 
For both real and ideal samples, lower ratings were assigned de-
grees in engineering, education, and theatre arts. 
Types of degrees for broadcasting - - additional data. 
Additional questions were included in the questionnaires which 
were sent to the real television broadcasters which requested the respon-
dents to rate various types of degrees for work in specific job areas in 
their organizations. 
The ratings given to the degree in liberal arts when rated as to 
value for work in specific departments were generally lower than when 
it was rated as to general value. 
Also, the degree in broadcasting generally received lower ratings 
when evaluated for work in specific departments as compared to when 
the same degree was rated as to general value. 
The same pattern was observed in the evaluation of the degree in 
business administration. For example, the mean rating for this degree 
when evaluated generally was 3. 5, On the other hand, when the degree 
was rated as to value for work in specific departments, the highest 
mean rating was 3. 2. 
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The degree in broadcasting and liberal arts was rated as to value 
for work in specific departments. It received the highest ratings for the 
Various jobs. The •Iegree in broadcasting was given second highest 
ratings for work in specific jobs, the degree in liberal arts third, 
and the business administration degree, fourth and last. 
Types of courses' for broadcasting. 
Both real and ideal television stations were asked to rate various 
types of courses for broadcasting. 
The real sample was asked to rate general types of courses (e.g. 
liberal arts or education courses) as to value when hiring a person. The 
ideal sample was asked to rate specific courses as to their value in pre-
paring for work in broadcasting. The specific courses contained in the 
ideal list, however, were subject to categorization into general course 
groupings. 
Both real and ideal samples of television stations gave highest 
ratings to courses in broadcasting. However, the ratings for specif:ic 
courses in the ideal list were somewhat lower than the general rating 
given by the real respondents. 
The real respondents gave second highest ratings to courses 
in liberal arts. The ideal respondents gave second highest ratings to 
courses in business administration, and third highest ratings to courses 
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in liberal arts . .B.e..aJ.. stations gave courses in business administration 
third highest ratings. 
Previous experience in the theatre--value for work in television. 
Broadcasters in both samples were asked to indicate the value of 
previous work in the theatre. 
Both real and ideal broadcasters indicated that previous work in 
the theatre was desirable but neither very necessary nor necessary 
for work in television production. 
The real television broadcasters were asked to indicate the value 
of previous work in the theatre on the basis of hiring a person for a 
job at their respective stations. The ideal broadcasters were asked 
to give an evaluation on the basis of how valuable this sort of work 
would be for the person interested in working in television production. 
Need for training the television announcer in more than one field. 
A majority of both real and ideal television broadcasters indicated 
that an announcer did not need training in broadcast engineering. How-
ever a majority of broadcasters in both samples indicated that an an-
nouncer should be able to edit and write his own news. It should be 
noted, however, that the latter preference was more pronounced in 
the case of the ideal television broadcasters. 
fn addition, a majority of respondents in both samples indicated 
that an announcer should be familiar with television production techniques. 
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General comment 
In terms of general characteristics, the two samples of television 
stations displayed a number of marked similarities. There were some 
dissimilar characteristics, the most notable of which was the fact 
that staff members at the real stations more often performed more 
than one job, than persons at the ideal stations. 
Broadcasters in both samples were agreed on the most valuable 
preparation for work in broadcasting. The individual who had acquired 
a college degree and commercial broadcasting experience was consis-
tently given the highest ratings. Tbe value of commercial experience 
was underlined by the fact that this experience alone was considered 
more valuable than a college degree and educational broadcasting 
experience. 
Both samples of broadcasters indicated that generally speaking, 
the degree in broadcasting was most valuable. The degrees in liberal 
arts and business administration were rated second and third most 
valuable respectively by the broadcasters in both samples. Degrees 
in engineering, education, and theatre arts were generally not pre-
ferred by broadcasters in either samples. The latter degrees re-
ceived the lowest ratings. 
Of interest is the fact that the real television broadcasters gave 
lower ratings to the degrees in broadcasting, liberal arts, and business 
administration when they were rated for work. 
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in specific jobs (as against general value). 
Broadcasters in botb the real and ideal samples agreed that cour-
ses in broadcasting were most valuable (in comparison witb other types). 
There was some disagreement between tbe samples in connection witb 
tbe second and tbird most valuable course types. Real respondents 
rated liberal arts courses second most valuable, and courses in busi-
ness administration third most valuable. On tbe otber hand, ideal 
respondents rated courses in business administration second most 
valuable, and liberal arts courses as third most valuable. 
Previous work in tbe theatre was held desirable but not necessary 
by respondents in both samples. 
Respondents in both samples felt that a television announcer did 
not need training in broadcast engineering. However, respondents in 
both samples indicated that an announcer should be able to edit and 




Technique employed in this study 
The technique employed in this study was an attempt to compare 
the idealistic (ideal) preferences. with the actual (real) employment prac-
tices of the broadcasters. 
It must be admitted, of course, that two separate groups of 
broadcasters were used in comparing so-called real and ideal prac-
tices and preferences. However, any attempt to measure both the 
real practices and ideal preferences of the same group of broad-
casters might require detailed and overly complex questionnaires, 
not suited to a mailed questionnaire type of study. 
To meet this problem, the samples of broadcasters used in this 
study were matched according to power of stations (for radio only) 
geographic location, and rural-urban location. However, the two 
groups of stations which replied to the questionnaires displayed some 
geographic differences. This difference was more pronounced in the 
cases of the two samples of radio stations. In evaluating the pre-
sent study, this basic difference must be taken into account. 
The technique used in this study revealed few important differ-
ences between real practices and ideal preferences. For example, 
real and ideal television and radio stations in both samples most 
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highly valued the background consisting of a college degree and 
commercial broadcasting experience. Further, television and 
radio stations in both samples value the preparation consisting of 
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no college degree and commercial broadcasting experience more 
highly than a college degree and educational broadcasting experience. 
Degrees and courses in broadcasting were consistently 
given highest ratings by radio and television respondents in both 
samples. 
Respondents in both the real and ideal samples of television 
stations indicated that previous work in the theatre was desirable 
but not necessary for work in television production. 
Further, radio and television stations in both samples indica-
ted that an announcer should be able to edit and write his own news. 
Also, television stations in both samples indicated that an announcer 
should be familar with television production techniques. 
On the other hand, there were some differences in responses 
between the two samples. As described in the preceding chapter, 
these differences, to a large extent, were related to the ratings 
given courses in liberal arts and business administration. In addition, 
the real sample of radio stations indicated that training in broadcast 
engineering for an announcer was not necessary; the ideal sample 
took the opposite view. 
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The proper study of broadcasting -- indications from the study 
The present study which consisted of surveys of two samples 
of broadcasters seems to indicate that radio and television station 
operators may be termed practical persons. As indicated quite con-
sistently throughout the study, courses and degrees in broadcasting 
are considered to be most valuable. Courses in liberal arts or 
business administration, for example, consistently receive second 
or third highest ratings. 
Often, there was a considerable difference between the 
ratings given the degree and courses in broadcasting as compared to 
ratings given degrees and courses in business administration or 
liberal arts. 
It is interesting to note that in rating degrees for jobs at 
their stations, real radio and television broadcasters gave ratings 
to the degree in broadcasting and liberal arts that were as high or 
higher than the ratings given to the degree in broadcasting. It might 
be reasoned then that real broadcasters appreciated study in the 
liberal arts areas provided this study was coupled with practical 
courses in broadcasting. The degree in liberal arts when rated for 
specific jobs always received lower ratings from the broadcasters 
than did the degree in broadcasting and liberal arts. 
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There were few training programs at the stations sampled 
in this study. Therefore, the potential employee would probably be 
expected to begin performing his job the day he was hired. Further, 
many employees would be expected to perform more than one job. 
For example, a majority of respondents in both samples of the 
radio stations indicated that persons at their stations usually per-
form more than one job. Also, a majority of stations in all samples 
indicated that an announcer should be able to edit and write his own 
news. 
A majority of the real television stations indicated that their 
employees perform more than one job. On the other hand, a majority 
of the ideal television stations indicated that their employees did not 
perform more than one job. 
Experience in commercial broadcasting is extremely import-
ant in finding a job in broadcasting, or studying for a career in this 
field. For example, respondents in all samples indicated that 
commercial experience without a college degree was more valuable 
than a college degree and educational broadcasting experience. 
The value attached to specific courses, permits, and degrees 
has been summarized at the conclusion of each chapter, and in the 
comparision of the responses of real and ideal stations. 
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The opinions, attitudes and preferences of the broadcaster, 
while important should never be allowed to subordinate the needs and 
preferences of the student. Many persons who take college courses 
in broadcasting or who pursue a degree in that field, for example, 
will never work in a radio or a television station. A curriculum, 
therefore, must be balanced and not contain only the elements that a 
single group of employers might require. 
Further, there is always the question of changing technology. 
If an extremely pragmatic approach is taken to the teaching of broad-
casting, specific skills, while valuable at the moment, may be out-
moded by automation or other developments. 
The present study compared to other studies and surveys 
In a study by Thomas Guback, cited earlier, the value of 
1 
commercial broadcasting experience was established. The findings 
of Guback are consistent with the findings of the present study. For 
example, in the current study, it was found that broadcasters con-
sidered commercial experience and no college degree, a more valua-
ble preparation, than the background consisting of a college degee 
and educational broadcasting experience. 
1Thomas H. Guback, "Employment Practices and Educational 
Preparation for Broadcasting," Journal of Broadcasting, N 
(Spring 1960}, pp. 144-153. 
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The present study, however, is not in complete agreement 
with Guback' s findings that a radio announcer should have an engineer-
ing license. In specifics, the real sample of radio stations indicated 
that broadcast engineering training was not necessary for the announ-
cer. The ideal sample of radio stations, on the other hand, indicat-
ed that the announcer should have training in broadcast engineering. 
Further, a majority of neither sample of radio stations in 
the present study, gave high ratings to any permit or license issued 
by the Federal Communications Commission. 
A study by Linton and Hyden, cited previously, concluded 
that by and large, broadcasters did not require college degrees for 
work in most departments of their stations. 2 This finding by 
Linton and Hyden seems consistent with the results of the present 
study which found that broadcasters more highly value the person 
with commercial broadcasting experience and no college degree as 
compared to the individual with a college degree and educational broad-
casting experience. 
In the study cited by Hyde, it was found that broadcasters 
2Bruce A. Linto~ and Victor Hyden, "Broadcasting in the 
Midwest: A Vocational Survey," J(j.lrnal of Broadcasting, ill 
(Winter 1958-59), pp. 43-55. 
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highly valued courses in announcing for men. 3 This conclusion is 
consistent with the findings of the present study. For example, 
ideal broadcasters in both the samples of radio and television 
stations gave high ratings to a course in announcing. 
The University of Kentucky study found that radio broadcast-
ers highly valued courses in the areas of news, script-continuity 
4 
writing, and announcing. This finding is consistent with the ratings 
given by the ideal radio broadcasters in the present study. 
A study, cited earlier, conducted by the Association for 
Professional Broadcasting Education and the National Association of 
Broadcasters, found that both radio and television employees, and 
managers valued highly courses in radio and television. 5 The 
present study is in accord with these findings. However, business 
courses were generally not rated as highly in the present study as 
they were in the former survey. 
3stuart W. Hyde, Television and Radio Announcing (Boston: 
Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1959), pp. 5-8. 
4Report of A Survey to Determine What Every student of 
Radio Should Know (Lexington, Kentucky: The University of 
K t ky " d "> en uc , n.. • . 
5Association for Professional Broadcasting Education and the 
National Association of Broadcasters, People in Broadcasting 
(Washington, D. C.: National Association of Broadcasters, 
April 1962), p. 57. 
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An earlier study by the National Association of Broadcasters 
which was concerned with news broadcasting policies at various 
stations found that a majority of the news editors broadcast their 
6 
own copy. The present study is in agreement with these findings, 
as broadcasters in all samples indicated that an announcer should 
be able to edit and write his own news. 
The review of the literature undertaken in an earlier chapter 
resulted in the finding that there are few training programs in the 
broadcasting industry for new employees. This conclusion is wholly 
supported by the present study. 
It should be noted that previous studies have employed vary-
ing methods and a variety of types of samples of stations. Direct 
comparison with the present study is thus quite difficult. 
Recommendations 
The results of the present study indicate that educators should 
be constantly aware of the changing conditions of the broadcasting 
industry. Educators, to cite one example, must be constantly aware 
of the affect of changing technology on the industry. It must be under-
stood that training individuals in the specific pragmatic tasks some-
6National Association of Broadcasters, News Survey Report. 
Part I (Washington, D.C.: The National Association of Broadcasters , 
May 1960), p. 6. 
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times demanded by the broadcasters may not be wise. Simply, 
these pragmatic taska (e. g. such as turning knobs) may be eliminat-
ed by advancing technology. However, the broadcasters are a 
pragmatic group, if this study is any indication, and this fact must 
be taken into account. 
Broadcasters are consistent in the high valuation they 
place on commercial broadcasting experience. Educators, to the 
extent that their curricula are pragmatic, should make an attempt to 
provide such experience, or at least simulate it. 
Taking a technical view, there must be continuing studies of 
the attitudes of the broadcasters, and the requirements of the radio 
and television industry. Studies must consist of more than simpli-
fied check-lists of courses for the broadcasters to rate. 
Rather, studies must take into account both attitude and 
actual practice. Social scientists learned long ago that a mere meas-
ure of an attitude is not necessarily an accurate predictor of an 
action. 
Future studies, for example, might compare the attitudes of 
the broadcasers toward specific types of educational preparation with 
I 
their actualemployment practices, as indicated by personnel records. 
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APPENDIX A 
}'ORES SE~;T TO THE REAL RADIO-TELEVISION 
STATIO!m 
The forms er,closed in Appendix A 
were sent to operations in the real sample which 
consisted of both a radio and television soation. 
1. Please indic:c.te -;ronr cJo':Hion o.t tl12 ste.ti_on. (belm-r) 
------------
2. llease circle the hi~;llest level of educA-tion you have COFlpleted. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 • • Collece • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
If attended colle,.;e, ;;hat was your major _________ ? 
3. Hmf many persons are employed in your television operations? 
FULL TPlE ? PAllT TI.' ,1J ? 
4. How nany persons are eraployed in your radio operations? 
FULL TillE ? PART TI:lE ? 
5. Approximately what percentage of your radio staff are college 
graduates? 
Check with (X) one of the foll01•1ing. 
___ o- 11% 
____ 12- 24% 
6, Approximately vrhat 
colleGe graduates? 
____ o- 11% 
___ 12- 24% 
___ 25-47% 
___ 48-60% 61% or more 
----
percentage of ~our television staff are 
Check with (X) one of the following. 
___ 25-47% 
___ 48-60% ____ 61% or more 
7. Does your radio station have any regular fornal training proe;ram 
for new employees that exceeds ten worldng days? 
Please check 1-1ith (X) below. 
____ yes 
___ ....:no 
ll ~. in r-rhat areas and for hm·r many working days? ______ _ 
---------------------
8, Does your television station have any regular formal training 
program that exceeds ten 1•rorking days? Check vJith (X) below. 
-----"es ----'no 
If yes, in what areas and for how many r.vorking days? ______ _ 




Generallv speaking, do persons in your radio operations (other 
than employees in the office) perform more than one job? For 
example, an announcer might also perform engineering duties. 
Check with (X) es no 
At your radio station, do announcers perform any news writing 
gathering functions? es no 
At your radio station, do announcers perform any engineering 
duties? es no 
or 
At your radio station, do announcers perform any duties in sales 
or management? es no 
10. Generally speaking, do persons in your television operations 
(other than employees in the office) perform more than one job? 
11. 
12. 
Check with (X) yes no 
Do persons who work in your television operation also perform a 
similiar job in your radio operations? For example, an announcer 
in television might also announce in radio. 
Please place a check beside each job area below where a person 
performs similiar jobs in both radio and television. 
___ Announcing ____ Sales ____ Engineering ____ Traffic 
___ Music _Ne~1s-Sports-Public Affairs _Public Relations-
Promotion.~~duc{i~n ____ Oth~;(please specify) 
Generally speaking, in 
station (other than in 
you rate the following 
broadcasting? 
hirifig~ a person for a job at your 
the office or engineering), how would 
types of preparation for work in 
Please rank the 
value for work. 
RATinG (1-5) 
following from 1 to 5 in accordance 
LET 2 indicate most valuable 
LET 1 indicate least valuable 
lii~TE EACH TYPE 
PREPARATION 
with their 
College Degree plus Commercial Broadcasting 
Experience 
College Degree plus Educational Broadcasting 
Experience 
No College Degree, Commercial Broadcasting 
Experience 
No College Degree, Educational Broadcasting 
Experience 
NEXT ~ PLEASE 
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13. In hiring a person for a job at your station in such areas as 
programning, manager..:ent, nellS, continuity or production but not 
in the office or en:;ineering ••• hmr 1;ould you rate the following 
types of baqkground· preparation f~r-work· fn_broadcasting? 
Please rank each of the following from 1 to 5 in accordance 
with their value for work. 
RATING (1-5) 
LET 2 = most valuable 
LET ! = least valuable 
PREPARATION 
Person has degree in Business Administration 
Person has degree in Broadcasting 
Person has degree in Education 
Person has degree in Engineering 
Person has degree in Liberal Arts 
Person has degree in Theatre Arts 
14. In hiring a person for a job in your television production 
operations, how valuable is previous work in theatre production? 
CHECK ONE BCLO\·i. 
Very necessary for job 
Necessary for job 
Desirable for job 
'UnneceSEUVY for' j'ob 
Completely cmneuess~Ty.'fo~· job 
15. In hiring a person for work in your radio station for jobs 
other than in the engineering department, how necessary would 
you consider training in engineering •••• obtaining some sort 
of FCC license or permit. 
For each of the following FCC licenses or permits listed below, 
rate--as-to value. Use the follo>ling numbers. 
5 = very necessary for job 3 = desirable for job 
4 = necessary for job 2 = unnece.ss('lry fpr :jqb 
RATING (1-5) 
1 = completely 
unnecessary 
for job 
FCC LICENSE OR PEIDUT 
First Class Operator's Permit 
Second Class Operator's Permit 
Third Class Operator's Permit 
Restricted Operator's Permit 
NEXT PAGE PLEASE 
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Below and on the next page are several questions (nunbers 16-19) 
which concern the suitability of certain persons for jobs with your 
orgnnization. In anS1>~ering these questions, plense assume that all 
other thinGs are equal •••• in other words, the information contained 
in the questions are the most important facts. 
The questions call for you to rate individuals for employment. In the 
follmdng questions, place a number beside each job area from 1 to 5. 
2 indicates that subject is highly desirable for a job in the area, 
l indicates that subject is undesirable for job. RATE FOR BOTH RADIO 
AND TV. 
16. Subject A is a college graduate. He has a liberal arts degree. He 
has no broadcasting training or experience. If this subject 
















17. Subject B. is a college graduate. He has a degree in broadcasting. 
His experience consists of training in various broadcast courses. 
Many courses were taken in broadcasting. RATE AS AJOVE FOR BOTH 
RADIO AND TV. 
JOB AREA 
Announcing 















18. Subject C is a college c::;raduate. He h2s a degree in Liberal ,,rts 
and Broadcasting. His experience consists of training in 
various courses in broadcasting. 3u1Jject's courses were a 
mixture of Liberal Arts and Broadcasting types. R!lTB AS IN 
PB.IWIOUS QU'-,'3':'ICITS ;<'OR ~O'rii llADIC Al!D TEL':VI3ION, 
JOB ART:A 
Announcing 












19. Subject D is a college graduate. He has a degree in business 
administration. He lias had no broadcasting courses or training. 
RATE AS A:30VE FOR BOTH HADIO Alill TV. 
JOB AREA 
Announcing 












The following questions (n~~bers 20-24) each consist of two 
statements, X and Y. In each of these questions, please choose 
the statement that l:>?!2._t d.!=s_cr:!,bes your feelings or philosophy 
in terms of what is expected of a potential employee applying 
for 1vork at your station. PLEASE CIRCLE YOUR CHOICE, ••• X OR Y. 
20. X ••• A radio announcer should have training in broadcast engineer-
ing 
Y •.• A radio announcer does not need broadcast engineering training 
21. X ••• A radio announcer should be able to edit and write his own. 
ne•~s 
Y ... A radio announcer need not -hav.e~t·o be :-able td edit and:'wri;te 
his·own news 
~ Pi>GE PLEASE 
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22. x ... A television announcer should have training in broadcast 
engineering 
Y ••• A television announcer does. 'not need broadcast engineering 
training 
23. X ••• A television announcer should be able to edit and w-rite his 
own ne~.vs 
Y ••• A television announcer does not need to be able to edit and 
write his own news 
24. x .•• A television announcer should be familiar with TV production 
techniques 
Y ••• A television announcer does not have to be familiar with TV 
production techniques 
25. In deciding whether or not to hire a job applicant for jobs 
other than in the enGineering department or of a clerical 
nature, how would you rate the follovring types of courses? 
Please place a nurnber beside each course type from 1 to 5. 
5 indicates the course is highly desirable; ! indicates that 
the course is not desirable. 
COURSE TYPE (~ 
Broadcasting Courses 
(for example, Announcing,Scripting,Production) 
Liberal Arts Courses 
(for example, English, A Foreign Language,Math) 
Business Courses 
(for example, marketing, economics, Personnel-
Management) 
~h:eatre Courses 
(for exaople, directing in theatre, staging, 
acting) 
Courses in Education 
(for example, Psychology of Learning, teaching, 
testing) 
THA.lJK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
RATING (1-5) 
APPENDIX B 
FORNS SENT TO THE REAL RADIO ONLY 
STA'TIONS 
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The forms enclosed in Appendix B 
1vere sent to operations in the real sample vlhich 
consisted of a radio station only. 
;;:;TATION CltLL :LETTJ;:m:,_ _____ • 
1. Please indicate your position at the station. (below) 
··--·------
2. Please circle the highest level of education that you have 
completed. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 • • College • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
If attended college, what was your major ? 
3. How many persons are employed in your radio operations? 
Full Time ? Part Time ____ ? 
4. Approximately what percentage of your 
graduates? Check with (X) one of the 
radio staff are college 
following. 
0 - 11% 25-47% 
---12- 24% 48-60% ____ 6~ or more 
5. Does your radio station have any regular formal training program 
for new employees that exceeds ten working days? 
Please check with (X) below. 
--------~es no 
If yes, in what areas and for how many working days? ________ ___ 
6. Generally speaking, do persons in your radio operations (other 
than employees in the office) perform more than one job? For 
example, an announcer might also perform engineering duties. 
Check with (X) yes no 
At your radio station, do announcers perform any news writing or 
gathering functions? 
----"yes ____ .no 
A~ your radio station, do announcers perform any engineering 
duties? es no 




~ ~ ::.PLE=A=S=E 
PAGE 2 
Generally spcf1:-ing, in lli~'ing a person for a job at-,rour--
station (other than in the office or en:-;ineering), how 1;ould 
you rate the foll01;ing types of preparation for work in 
broadcasting? 
Please rank the 
value for vork. 
following from 1 to 5 in accordance with their 
LET 2 indicate most valuable 
RATING '( 1-5) 
LET l indicate least valuable 
RATE EACH TYPE 
PREPARATION 
College De:gree plus Commercial Broadcasting 
Experience 
College Degree plus Educational Broadcasting 
Experience 
No College Degree, Commercial Broadcasting 
Experience 
No College Degree, Educational Broadcasting 
Experience 
"(&~In hiring a person for a job at your station in areas such as 
• programming, management, news, continuity, or production, but 
nQ! in the office or engineering ••• how would you rate the 
following types of background preparation for work in "broad-
castinB"I 
Please rank each of the following from 1 to 5 in accordance 
with their value for work. 
RATING (1-5) 
LET 2 = most valuable 
LET l - least valuable 
Preparation 
Person has Degree 
Person has Degree 
Person has Degree 
Person has Degree 
Person has Degree 
Person has Degree 




in Liberal Arts 
in Theatre Art s 
g. In hiring a person for work in your radio station for jobs 
other than in .the engineering dlepartment,how necessary would 
you consider training in engineering ••• ohtaining some sort of 
FCC license or permit. 
For each of the following FCC licenses or permits listed below, 
rate as to value. Use the following numbers. 
5 = very necessary for job 3= desirable for job l=completely 
4 = necessary for job 2= unnecessary for job unnecessary 
RATING (1-5) FCC LICENSE OR PERMIT 
First Class Operator's Permit 
Second Class Operator's Permit 
Third Class Operator's Permit 
Restricted Operator's Permit 




Below and on the next page are several questions (numbers 10-13) 
which concern the suitability of certain persons for jobs with 
your organization. In answering these questions, please assume 
that all other things are equal ••••• in other words, the information 
contained in the questions are the most important facts. 
The questions call for you to rate individuals for employment. In 
the following questions, place a number beside each job area from 
1 to 5. 2 indicates subject is highly desirable for a job in the area, 
1 indicates subject is undesirable for job. 
ln. Subject A is a college graduate. He has a liberal arts degree. He 
has no broadcasting training or experience. If this subject 








Promotion - Public Relations 
RATING (1-5) 
11. Subject B is a college graduate. He has a degree in broadcasting. 
His experience consists of training in various broadcast courses. 
Many courses were taken in broadcasting. ~ AS ABOVE. 
JOB AREA RATING (1-5) 
Announcing 




Promotion - Public Relations 
12. Subject C is a college graduate. He has a degree in liberal ~rts 
and broadcasting. His experience consists of training in various 
courses in broadcasting. Subject's courses were a mixture of 
liberal arts and broadcasting types. RATE AS ABOVE 
JOB AREA RATING (1-5) 
Announcing 




Promotion - Public Relations 





Subject D is a college graduate. He has a degree in business 
administration. He has had no broadcasting courses or training. 
RATE AS IN P.REVIOUS QUESTIONS. 
JOB AREA RATING (1-5) 
Announcing 
News Writing & Reporting 
Script - Continuity 
Sales 
Management 
Promotion - Public Relations 
The following questions (numbers 14 and 15) each consist of two 
statements, X and Y. In each of these questions, please choose 
the statement that best describes your feelings or philosophy in 
terms of what is expected of a potential employee applying for work 
at your station.PLEASE CIRCLE YOUR CHOICE IN EACH QUESTION ••• X OR Y. 




Y ••• A radio announcer does not need broadcast engineering traini~ 
X ••• A radio announcer should be able to edit and ~trite his own 
news 
Y ••• A radio announcer need not have to be able to edit and write 
his own news 
In deciding whether or not to hire a job applicant for jobs other 
than in the engineering department or of a clerical nature, how 
would you rate the following types of courses? Please place a 
number beside each course type from 1 to 5. 2 indicates the 





Liberal Arts Courses 
(for example, English, A Foreign Language,Math) 
Business Courses 
(for example, marketing, economics, Personnel 
Management) 
Theatre Courses 
(for example, directing in theatre, staging, 
acting) 
Courses in Education 
(for example, Psychology. of Learning, teaching, 
testing) 





JiQ!lJ'11S SEUT TO THE REAL TELEVISION 
STATIONS 
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The forms enclosed in Appendix C were 
sent to operations in the ~ sample which consisted of 
a television stacion only. 
PAGE 1 
STATION CALL LETTERS=--------· 
1. Please indicate your position at the station. (below) 
2. Please circle the highest level of education that you have 
completed. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 • • College • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
If attended college, what was your major _______________ ? 
3. How many persons are employed in your television operations? 
Full Time ? Part Time ? 
4. Approximately what percentage 
graduates? Check with (X) one 
of your television staff are college 
of the following. 
0- 11% 
----12-24% 
___ .25-4 7% 61% or more 
___ 48-60% 
5. Does your television station have any regular formal training 
program for new employees that exceeds ten working days? 
Check with (X) below. 
________ ,yes no 
If yes, in what areas and for how many working days? _________ __ 
6. Generally speaking,do.~rso~ in your television operations 
than employees in the office) perform more than one job? 
Check with (X) yes ____ no 
(other 
1. Generally speaking, in hiring a person for a job at your station 
(other than in the office or engineering), how would you rate the 
following types of preparation for work in broadcasting? 
Please rank the following from 1 to 5 in accordance with their 
value for work. LF.T 5 indicate most valuable. 
RATING (1-5) 
LET 1 indicate least valuable. 
RA~ EACH ITm 
PREPARATION 
College Degree plus Commercial Broadcasting Experience 
College Degree plus Educational Broadcasting -
Experience 
No College Degree, Commercial Broadcasting Experience 
No College Degree, Educational Broadcasting -
Experience 
NEXT PAGE PLEASE 
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8. In hiring a person for a job at your station in areas such as 
programming, management, news, continuity or production, but not 
in the office or engineering ••• how would you rate the following 
types of background preparation for work in broadcasting? 
Please rank~ of the following from 1 to 5 in accordance with 
their value for work. LET 2 = most valuable 
RATING(l-5) 
LET 1 = least valuable 
PREPARATION 
Person has Degree in Business Administration 
Person has Degree in Broadcasting 
Person has Degree in Education 
Person has Degree in Engineering 
Person has Degree in Liberal Arts 
Person has Degree in Theatre Arts 
9. In hiring a person for a job in your televisionProduction operations 
how valuable is previous work in theatre produc~ion? CHECK ~ BELOW 
Very necessary for job 
Necessary for job 
Desirable for job 
Unnecessary for job 
Completely Unnecessary for job 
Below and on the next page are several questions (numbers 10-l3)which 
concern the suitability o~certain persons for jobs with your 
organization. In answering these questions, please assume that all 
other things are equal ••• in other words, the information contained in 
the questions are the most important facts. 
The questions call for you to rate individuals for employment. In the 
following questions, place a number beside each job area from 1 to 5. 
2 indicates subject is highly desirable for a job in the area, 1 
indicates that subject is undesirable for job. 
. . . . ... - ' 
a.e. Subject A is a college graduate. He has a liberal·arts degree.He 
has no broadcasting training or experience. If this subject 








Promotion - Public Relations 
Production 
Film 




11. Subject B is a college graduate. He has a degree in broadcasting. 
His experience consists of training in various broadaast courses. 
Many courses were taken in broadcasting. RATE AS IN THE PBEVIrDUS QUESTION. ----
JOB AREA 
Announcing 








12. Subject C is a college grzduate. He has a degree in Liberal Arts 
and Broadcasting. His ·8lopS<ri:ence consists of training in various 
courses in broadcasting. Subject's courses were a mixture of 
liberal arts and broadcasting types. RATE ~ ABOVE 
. JOB AREA RATING (1-5) 
Announcing 




Promotion - Public Relations 
Production 
Film 
13. Subject D is a college graduate. He has a degree in business 
administration. He has had no broadcasting courses or training. 
JOB AREA 
Announcing 









The following questions(numbers 14-16) each consist of two 
statements, X and Y. In each of these questions, please choose the 
statement that best describes your feelings or philosophy in terms 
of what is expected of a potential employee applying for work at 
your station. PLEASE CIRCLE YOUR CHOICE IN EACH QUESTION, .X OR Y. 
l4. x ••• A television announcer should have training in broadcast 
engineering 
Y ••• A television announcer does not need broadcast engineering 
training 





,CIRCLE YOUR CHOICE ••• X OR Y. 
15. 
16. 
x ... A telev~sion announcer should be able to edit and write his own 
news 
Y ••• A television announcer does not need to be able to edit and write 
his own news 
X ••• A television announcer should be familiar with TV production 
techniques 
Y ••• A television announcer does not have to be familiar with TV 
production techniqu.es 
17. In deciding whether. or not to hir.e a job applicant for jobs other 
than in the engineering departm.eiLt or of a clerical. nature, how 
would you rate the following types. of .courses? Please place a number 
beside each course type from l·tO 5. 2 indicates the course is 
highly desirable; l indicates that the course is. not desirable. 
COURSE TYPE 
Broadcasting Courses (for example, Announcing,Scripting,Production) 
Liberal Arts Courses 
(for example, English, A Foreign Language,Math) 
Business Courses 
(for example, Marketing, Economics, Personnel 
Management) 
Theatre Colirses (for example, directing in theatre,staging,acting) 
Courses in Education 
(for example, Psychology of Learning,teaching, 
testing) 
RATING (1-5) 
WANK YOU ~ YOUR COOPERATION 
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The forms enclosed in Appendix D 
were sent to operations in the ideal sample which 
consisted of both a radio and television station. 
• 
----·---·--- ----·--· 
1. Please incJ.iczo.t e c'onr 'losi tion c.t tl1c: stnt5on. ( belm·r) 
·-------------------·· 
-----·-------------- ----------------
2. llease circle the hijlcE:t level of eclucA.tion you have conpleted. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 . . Collece • • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
If attended colle,·;e, vlhat was your nnjor _________ ? 
--· ----------------
3. rtO\< many persons are employed in your television operations? 
FULL ~E;E ? PAllT TI.' TI ? 
4. How many persons are employed in your radio operations? 
FULL TillE ___ ? Piu'l.T Tll;E ? 
---
5. Approximately vrhat percentage of your radio staff are college 
graduates? 
Check with (X) one of the following. 
___ 25-47% 
___ 48-60% 
___ o- nt. 
___ .12- 24% 
6. Approximately what 
collece graduates? 
___ o-n% 
___ .12- 24% 
______ 61% or more 
percentaGe of ~our television staff are 
Check 1rith (X) one of the following. 
___ 25-47% 
___ 48-60% _____ 61% or more 
7. Does your radio station have any regular fon~al training program 
for new employees that exceeds ten working days? 
Please check 1•rith (X) below, 
____ .yes ___ _.no 
If yes, in 1-rhat areas and for how many vrorking clays? 
---------- ----------------------
8. Does your television station have any regular formal training 
program that exceeds ten 1>1orking days? Check with (X) below. 
_____ _,es 
----:no 
If yes, in what areas and for how many 1~orking days? ______ _ 
NEXT PAGE PLEASE 
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9. Generally speaking, do persons in your radio operations (other than 
employees in the office) perform more than one job? For example, an 
announcer might also perform engineering duties. 
Check with (X) yes no 
At your radio station, do announcers perform any news writing or 
gathering functions? yes no 
At your radio station, do announcers perform any engineering duties? 
---'yes no 
At your radio station, do announcers perform any duties in sales or 
management? yes no 
lO.Generally speaking, do persons in your television operations 
employees in the office) perform more than one job? 
Check with (X) yes no 
(other than 
ll.Do persons who work in your television operation also perform a 
similiar in your radio operations? For example, an announcer in 
television might also announce in radio. 
Please place a check beside each job area where a person performs aimiliar jobs in both radio and television. 
Announcing Sales ____ Engineering Traffic ____ Music ----'~ews-Sports-:Piiiilic Affairs __ Public Relations-J>romotion 
____ Production Other (please specify) ______________________ __ 
12.Below are listed types of preparation for work in broadcasting. Please 
rate ~ of these types of preparation from 1 to 5 in accordance with 
their value in preparing a person for a career in broadcasting, •• in other 
than the office or engineering departments. 
5 = most valuable 1 = least valuable 
RATING (1-5) PREPARATION 
College Degree plus Commercial Broadcasting Experience 
College Degree plus Educational Broadcasting Experience 
No College Degree, Commercial Broadcasting Experience 
No College Degree, Educational Broadcasting Experience 
!m!1 PAGE PLEASE 
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In preparing for work in radio broadcasting, how valuable 
are the following courses? Beside each course below, place 
a number letting ~ indicate most valuable and l least valuable. 
YOU MAY USE ANY NU1'1BER FROM 1 to 5 • 
RATING (1-5) COURSES 
Announcing for Radi~o-Television 
Broadcast Management 
Script-Continuity Writing 
News Writing & Reporting 
Production Techniques (Radio) 
History of Broadcasting 
Law of Broadcasting 
History (non-broadcast) 
Economics & Accounting 
Broadcast Advertising & Sales 
English 
A Foreign Language 
Science 
Marketing 
Engineering '·· . , 
Math 
Personnel Management 
Broadcast - Communications Theory 
Psychology & Sociology 
Advertising (non-broadcast media) 
Theatre Skills 
Other (please specify) ________ __ 
14. In preparing for work in television broadcasting,how valuable are 
the following courses? Beside each course below,please place a 
number letting 2 indicate most valuable and 1 least valuable. 
YOU MAY USE ANY NUMBER FROM 1 to 5. -
RATING (1-5) COURSES 
Announcing for Radio-Television 
Broadcast Management 
Script-Continuity Writing 
News Writing & Reporting 
Production Techniques (radio) 
History of Broadcasting 
Law of Broadcasting 
History (non-broadcast) 
Engineering 
Economics and Accounting 
Broadcast Advertising & Sales 
English 





Broadcast - Communications Theory 
Psychology & Sociology 
Advertising (non-broadcast media) 
Theatre Skills 
LIST OF COURSES TO BE :RATED CONTIFUES ON\'.'l'A'GE" FOl:J 
-- -- -·w---· --~ .. ' ....... , .... _____.... 
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In this fo~ question fourteen was contained 






Film Courses (production,operation,editing) 
Film Courses (processing of film) 
Production Techniques (TV) Other (please specify) __________________ __ 
15. In preparing for a career in radio broadcasting for jobs other 
than those in the engineering department, how necessary is 
training in engineering ••• obtaining:; oci: .. : sort of FCC license 
or permit. 
Fpr each of the following FCC licenses or permits listed below, 
rate as to value. Use the following numbers. 
5 = very necessary 
4 = necessary 
RATING (l-5) 
3 = desirable 
2 = unnecessary 
FCC LICENSE OR PERMIT 
l = completely 
unnecessary 
First Class Operator's License 
Second Class Operator's License 
Third Class Operator's License 
Restricted Operator's Permit 
NEXT PAGE PLEASE 
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16. Below are listed various job areas that might be found in a 
radio station. For each of these job areas, indicate the 
courses that you think would best prepare a student for work in 
the job arear:, from the list:: below. 
Each course has been assigned a symbol (for example,a=announcing) 
Please use these symbols. 
YOU MAY USE (OR ASSIGN) AS MANY COURSES TO A GIVEN JOB AREA AS 
YOU SEE FIT. 
COURSES (you may choose from) COURSE SYMBOL 
Announcing . .............................. , ... a 
Advertising-Sales (broadcast) ••.••••••••.••.• b 
Broadcast Man.agement ......................... • 
Economics- Accounting ....................... d 
Engineering (Broadcast) .•••.••.•.•.•.•...•.•• e 
English . ..................................... f 
A Foreign Lall.gu.age . ....... ~ ................•. g 
Marketing . .................................• . h. 
News vlri ting & Reporting .••••••••••••.•.••••• i 
Personnel Management ......................•.• j 
Production Techniques (radio) •••••••.•••••••• k 
Psychology - Sociology ........... ............ . 1. 
S cri pt-C on t inui ty . ........................... m 
Theatre Skills ................... ........... . n 
Other (please specify): ~ 
JOB AREAS 
Announcing 




Promotion - Public Relations 
Other (please specify): 
COURS~S (use symbols) 
17. How valuable is previous work in the theatre for a person 
interested in working in television production? CHECk ONE 
CHOICE BELOW. 
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18.Below are listed various jobs that might be found in a television 
station. For each of these job areas, please indicate the courses 
(from the list below) that you think would best prepare a student 
for work in the job area.r ~ QUESTION IS DIFFERENT FROM NO.l6. 
Each course has been assigned a symbol (for example,a=announcing). 
Please use these symbols. YOU MAY ASSIGN AS MANY COURSES TO A 
GIVEN JOB AREA AS YOU SEE FIT. 
COURSES (that you may choose from) COURSE SYMBOL 
Azlnoll.Ilcing . ...................•......•..•.•....••. a 
Advertising-Sales (Broadcast) •••••••••.•••••.••••• b 
Broadcast Management . ..........................••• c 
Economics-Accou.n.ting . .............................. d 
Engineering (Broadcast) ••.... , .....•......... , ...• e 
English ......... .................................. f 
Film Courses(production,operation,editing) ••.••••• g 
Film Courses(processing of film) ••••••••••••.••••• h 
A Foreign Langu.age . .............................• • 1 
Marketing . .•....................................•• j 
News Writing & Reporting ••..........••...••...•..• k 
Personnel Management .. ........................... • 1 
Production Techniques {radio) •••••••••.•...•.••••• m 
Production Techniques (TV) ••••.•••.•...... ,,, •.••• n 
. Psychology & Sociology ••....•.••...•...••...•••••• o 
Script-Continuity vlri ting ••••••••••••••.•••••••• , .p 
Theatre Skills • ............................••....• q 










Other (please specify): 
COURSES (use symbols) 
19. Below are several possible degrees that a student might obtain 
from a college or university. Please place a number beside each 
degree, letting 2 indicate most valuable and l least valuable, 
You ma~ use any number from 1 to 5. 
RATING (1-5) DEGREE 
College Degree in Business Administr-
arion 
College Degree in Broadcasting 
College Degree in Education 
College Dehree in Engineering 
College Degree in Liberal Arts 
College Degree in Theatre Arts 




The following quesjions (20-24) each consist of two statements, 
~ and !• Choose the statement in each question that ~~ like best. 






X ••• A radio announcer should have training in broadcast 
engineering 
Y ••• A radio announcer does not need broadcast engineering 
training 
X ••• A radio announcer should be able to edit and write his own 
news 
Y ••• A radio announcer need not ~veto be able to edit and wtite 
hoe own news 
x ••• A television announcer should have training in broadcast 
engineering 
Y ••• A television announcer does not need broadcast engineering 
training 
x ••• A television announcer should be able to edit and write his 
own news 
Y ••• A television announcer does not need to be able to edit and 
write his own news 
X ••• A television announcer should be familiar with TV 
production techniques 
Y ••• A television announcer does not have to be able to be 
familiar with TV production techniques 
25, Briefly, in your own words, describe the thoughts you have 
about what a person in college intending to pursue a career 
in broadcasting should a~ to prepare himself for his occupation. 
For example, what courses are necessary, what about experience? 
!l§li THE ~ gm;, OF THIS SHEET 1! NECESSARY! 
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The forms enclosed in Appendix E were 
sent to operations in the ideal sample whic!1 consisted of 
a"">radio station only. 
;::JTATION CALL :LET'E::.S:-. ______ • 
1. Please indicate your position at the station. (below) 
----------
2. Please circle the highest level of education that you have 
completed. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 • • College • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
If attended college, what was your major ____________ ? 
3. How many persons are employed in your 
Full Time ? Part Time ____ ? 
4. Approximately what percentage of your 
graduates? Check with (X) one of the 
___ o - n% 25-4 7% 
____ .12- 24% 48-60% 
radio operations? 
radio staff are college 
following. 
_________ 61% or more 
5. Does your radio station have any regular formal training program 
for new employees that exceeds ten worki~ days? 
Please check with (X) below. 
------" es no 
If ~· in what areas and for how many working days? _______ _ 
-------·-- ···-------------
6. Generalli speaking, do persons in your radio operations (other 
than employees in the office) perform more than one job? For 
example, an announcer might also perform engineering duties. 
Check with (X) es no 




A~ your radio station, do announcers perform any engineering 
duties? yes no 
At your radio station, do announcers perform any duties in sales 
or management? 
----"yes ___ __,no 
NEXT PAGE PLEASE 
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7. Below are listed types of preparation for work in broadcasting. Please 
rate each of these types of preparation from 1 to 5 in accordance with 
their value in preparing a person for a career in broadcasting ••• in 
other than the office or engineering departments. 
5 = most valuable 1= least valuable 
RATING (1-5) PREPARATION 
College Degree plus Commercial Broadcasting Experience 
College Degree plus Educational Broadcasting Experience 
No College Degree; Commercial Broadcasting Experience 
No College Degree, Educational Broadcasting Experience 
8. In preparing for work in radio broadcasting, how valuable are the following 
courses? Beside each course below, place a number letting 2 indicate most 
valuable and l least valuable. YOU MAY USE ANY NUMBER FROM 1 to 5. 
RATING (1-5) COURSES 
Announcing for Radio-Television 
Broadcast Management 
Script-Continuity Writing 
News Writing & Reporti~ 
Production Techniques (Radio) 
History of Broadcasting 
Law of Broadcasting 
History (non-broadcast) 
Economics and Accounting 
Broadcast Advertising & Sales 
English 






Broadcast - Communications Theory 
Psychology & Sociology 
Advertising (non-broadcast media) 
Theatre Skills 
Other (please spe.cify) ____ _ 
~ PAGE PLEASE 
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9. In preparing for a career in radio broadcasting for jobs other ~ 
those in the engineering department, how necessary is tr~ining in 
engineering ••• obtaining some type of FCC license or perm1t. 
For each of the following FCC licenses or permits listed below, 
rate as to value, Use the following numbers, 
5 = very necessary 3 = desirable 1 = completely 
4 = necessary 2 = unnecessary unnecessary 
RAT.ING (J.-5) FCC LICENSE OR PERMIT 
First Class Operator's License 
Second Class Operator's License 
Third Class Operator's License 
Restricted Operator's Permit 
10. Below are listed various job areas that might be found in a radio 
station. For each of these job areas, indicate the courses that. you 
think would best prepare a student for work in the job area FROM THE 
LIST BELOW, - -
Each course has been assigned a symbol (for example,a=announcing). 
Please use these symbols. 
YOU MAY USE (OR ASSIGN) AS MANY COURSES TO A GIVEN JOB AREA AS YOU 
SEE FIT. 
COURSBS (you may choose from) COURSE SYMBOL 
"An.notln.cing., o " " " " " " " " " " " " " " ., " " " " " o .. Q " " ... " o ., • " ., ., o • " o o ., a 
Advertising-Sales (broadcast) •••.••••••••.••••.••••• b 
Broadcast Ma.nagement .. o o o o a o o • o .. o o .. o " • o o ., " o • " o " o " " ., ., ., c 
EconomiCS- Accountingooooooooooooooooooooooooooooood 
Engineering (Broadcast) o o o " • " ..... " .. o " o o o " o " o o o • o " o o ., o e 
English. o o " o .. ., o ., " " o o " " " .. o o ., .... o o " • o o o •• ., " o o o o o o o o "" o., f 
A Foreign. Latl.g\lage. 0 .... 0 0 0 (J 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 II ... 0 G • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o8 
Marketing a o" o".,., o .. ':! ~,".,., •• "" ....... .,.,." •• o o o o o o o o o o "o o oh 
:"News Writing &: Report.ing. o .. " • " ........... " o •• o o ~-" .. o"., 1 
Personnel Management o " o .. o o o " o o • o o o o o o " o o o " o o o o "" o _o o o j 
Production Techniques (radio) •••.•.••..•..••••.••••• k 
Psychology = Sociology o " • o o • " o •••• " .......... o • " • " o o ol 
Script_,Continui.ty~~ o o ,. ,. • o o "" • o o o o ., o ... o o • o o" o o • " o .. o o "om 
Theatre Skills a 0. 0 0 0 0 ..... 0 o .• 0 .. 0" 0 <> .. 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 0·0 Q_O 0 o.o on 
Other (please specify) o 
JOB AREAS CO!JRS.ES. (use symbols) 
Aiiiiouncing 




Promotion - Public Rel.at.ions 
Other (please specify) __ """"'"" __ ....... ...._.___......,. 
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11. Below are several possible degrees that a student might obtain from a 
college or university. Please place a number beside each degree,letting 2 indicate most valuable and l least valuable. You may use any number 
from 1 to 5. 
12. 
13. 
RATING (1-5) DEGREE 
College Degree in Business-
Administration 
College Degree in Broadcasting 
College Degree in Education 
College Degree in Engineering 
College Degree in Liberal Arts 
College Degree in Theatre Arts 
The following questions each consist of two statements, ;1& and Y. Choose 
the statement in each question that you like best·. Please choose one 
statement in each question. CIRCLE YOUR CHOICE. 
X ••• A radio announcer should have training in broadcast engineering 
Y ••• A radio announcer does not need broadcast engineering training 
X ••• A radio announcer should be able to edit and write his own news 
Y ••• A radio announcer need not have to be able to edit and write his 
own news 
14. Briefly, in your own words, describe the thoughts you have about what 
a person in college intending to pursue a career in broadcasting should 
do to prepare himself for his occupation. For example, what courses are 
necessary, what about experience? 
USE THE BACK SIDE OF THIS SHEET IF NECESSARY! 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
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APPENDIX F 
l''O.i:l.MS SENT TO THE IDEAL TELEVISION 
S'.CA'i'IOHS 
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The forms enclosed in Appendix F were 
sent to operations in the ideal sample which consisted of 
a television station only. 
.. 
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STATION CALL LETTERS _____ _ 
1. Please indicate your position at the station. (below) 
2. Please circle the highest level of education you have completed. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 • • Coll~e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
If attended college, what was. your major· _______ ? 
3. How many persons 
Full Time ? 
-
are employed in your television operations? 
Part Time ? 
4. Approximately what percentage 
graduates? Check with (X) one 
of your television 
of the following. 
staff are college 




____ 61% or more 
5. Does your television station have any regular formal training 
program for new employees that exceeds ten working days? Check 
with (X) below. 
__ _,yes 
-----"no 
If yes, .in what areas and for how many working days? ______ _ 
6. Generally speaking, do persons in your television operations (other than employees in the office) perform more than one 
;job? 
Check with (X) yes no 
7. Below are listed types of preparation for work in broadcasting.Please 
rate ~ of these types of preparation from 1 to 5 in accordance 
with their value in preparing a person for a career in broadcasting 
•• in other than the office or engineering departments. 
5 = most valuable 1 = least valuable 
RATING (1-5) PREPARATION 
College Degree plus Commercial Broadcasting 
Experience 
College Degree plus Educational Broadcasting. 
Experience 
No College Degree,Commercial Broadcasting Experience 
No College Degree,Educational Broadcasting 
Experience 
NEXT PAGE PLEASE 
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8. In preparing for work in television broadcasting, how valuable are 
the following courses. Beside each course below, please place a 
number letting 2 indicate most valuable and ! least valuable. 
YOU MAY USE ~NUMBER FROM 1 to 5. 
RATING (1-5) COURSES 
Announcing for Radio-Television 
Broadcast Management 
Script - Continuity Writing 
News Writing & Reporting 
Production Techniques (radio) 
History of Broadcasting 
Law of Broadcasting 
History (non-broadcast) 
Engineering 
Economics & Accounting 
Broadcast Advertising & Sales 
English 





Broadcast - Communications Theory 
Psychology & Sociology 
Advertising (non-broadcast media) 
Theatre Skills 
Film Courses (production, operation, editing) 
Film Courses (processing of film) 
Production Techniques (TV) 
Other (please specify) _________ _ 
9. How valuable is previous work in the theatre for a person 
interested in working in television production? 
CHECK ONE CHOICE BELOW. 




_____ Completely unnecessary 
NEXT 1?Mlli. PLEASE 
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10. Below are listed various jobs that might be found in a television 
station. For each of these job areas,please indicate the courses 
(from the list below) that you think would best prepare a student 
for work in the job area. 
Each course has been assigned a symbol (for example,a-announcing). 
Please use these symbols. YOU MAY ASSIGN AS ~~ COURSES TO A 
GIVEN JOB AREA AS YOU SEE FIT. 
COURSES (that you may choose from) COURSE SYMBOL 
Announcing •..........•..........•............•...• a 
Advertising-Sales (Broadcast) ••••••••••••••••••••• b 
Broadcast Management •. .....................•....•• o 
Economics-Accounting . •......•...............•.•..• d 
Engineering (Broadcast) ••..........•..........•.•• e 
English . .........................................• f 
Film Courses (production,operation,editing) ••••••• g 
Film Courses (processing of film) ••••••••••••••••• h 
A Foreigr1. Lan.guage • •••••••••...••....••••••.••.•• • 1 
Marketing • ••...................................••• 3 
News Writing & Reporting •••••••••••••••••••••••••• k 
Personnel Management ... •.......••............•... • 1 
Production Techniques (radio) •- •••••••••••••.••••• • m 
Production Techniques (TV) ••••••.•••.•.••••••.•••• n 
Psychology & Sociology ....••••••.••...•••••••••••• o 
Script-Continuity Writing ••••••••••••••••••••••••• p 
Theatre Skills • .•...........•.................... , q 




News Writing & Reporting 
Management 
Promotion - Public Relations 
TV Production - Direction 
Sales 
Script-Continuity 
Other (please specify) ________ __ 
COURSES (use symbols) 
11. Below are several possible degrees that a student might obtain 
from a college or university. Please place a number beside each 
degree, letting 2 indicate most valuable and 1 least valuable. 
You may use any number from 1 to 5. -
RATING (1-5) DEGREE 
College Degree in Business Administration 
College Degree in Broadcasting 
College Degree in Education 
College Degree in Engineering 
College Degree in Liberal Arts 
College Degree in Theatre Arts 
NEXT PAGE PLEASE 
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The following statements each consist of two statements, ~ and X• 
Choose the statement in each question that you like best.Please 





X ••• A t~levision announcer should have training in broadcast 
engineering 
Y ••• A television announcer does not need broadcast 
engineering training 
x ••• A television announcer should be able to edit and write 
his own news 
Y ••• A television announcer does not need to be able to edit 
and write his own news 
x ••• A television announcer should be familiar with TV 
production techniques 
Y ••• A television announcer does not have to be familiar with 
TV production techniques 
Briefly, in your own words, describe the thoughts you have 
about what a person in college intending to pursue a career 
in broadcasting should do to prepare himself for his occupaticn 
For example, what courses are necessary, what about 
experience? 
USE THE BACK SIDE OF THIS SHEET IF NECESSARY., 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
APPENDIX G 
COVER LETTER SENT TO ALL STATIONS 
IH ALL SAMPLES 
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The cover letter enclosed in Appe"1dix G 




CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS • 640 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE • BOSTON 15. MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 
Dear Broadcast Executive: 
We need your help, 
BROADCASTING STUDY 
Robert R, Smith, Director 
Richard Merrithew, Assistant 
Ee are conducting a survey of broadcasters concerning university 
education for radio and television, Your cooperation in this 
study will help educators become aware of the demands and require-
ments of the broadcaster, 
Please fill out the enclosed questionnaire. It will only take a 
short time to complete. Instructions are printed on the question-
naire form. 
Please have this form completed by the person at your station who 
is in charge of hiring personnel, or by the persons who formulates 
hiring policy, 
Vfhen you complete the questionnaire, use the stamped self-addressed 
envelope to return the form to us. 
All replies will be held in the strictest confidence. 
This study will be completed sometime in the Spring, and at that time 
we will be glad to send you a copy of the results on request, 
Remember, your reply will help educators design meaningful courses to 
prepare future broadcasters. 




Robert R, Smith 
Instructor in Communications, 
Study Director 
